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i" Congressmen
show concern

Grenada attracts
med students
THE RESORT island has been under Marxist sway since a coup in 1979.
But in a new government upheaval
that began two weeks ago, a militaryled group identified by Washington as
hard-line Marxists took command,
and Prime Minister Maurice Bishop
and some of his Cabinet ministers
were slain.
The new "Revolutionary Military
Council" was headed by Gen. Hudson
Austin.
The U.S. administration said the
island, 1,500 miles southeast of Miami, posed a strategic threat to the
United States because Soviet-bloc aircraft might eventually use the airport
at Point Salines, whose runway was
being extended by a Cuban work
force.
Reagan, appearing at a White
House news conference, listed three
reasons for the invasion: protecting
American lives, "to forestall further
chaos" and to "restore order and
democracy."
The U.S. chief executive said the
island had been under the control of
"a brutal group of leftist thugs."

BRIDGETOWN, Barbados (AP) Hundreds of U.S. Marines and paratroopers invaded the Caribbean island of Grenada in a lightning
airborne strike yesterday, under orders to protect American residents
and "restore democracy" in the tiny
Marxist-ruled state.
President Reagan called the swift
pre-dawn operation "completely successful" in its initial stages. But
armed Grenadian resistance continued through the day, and casualties
were reported - an unspecified number of American soldiers were hurt,
and three Cubans killed.
The Americans clashed with a Cuban work force that had been extending a runway at the Point Salines
airport. Thirty Soviet advisers and
600 Cubans were captured in the invasion, UJ5. officials said. There was no
immediate word on losses within the
1,200-member Grenadian armed
forces.
Reagan said the 1,900 Marines and
Army Ranger paratroopers, who
were later backed up by 300 troops
from six Caribbean nations, seized
the two main airports on the mountainous, 21-mile-long island.

He said the joint operation had been
mounted at the request Sunday of the
Organization of Eastern Caribbean
States. But a senior State Department
official in Washington, who declined
to be identified, said the decision to
invade was made in the "middle of
last week."

MEDICAL STUDENTS, who make
up the majority of the estimated 1,000
Americans on Grenada, were re!Dried unharmed, although pinned
own by the continuing fighting.
U.S. helicopter gunsnips circled the
St. George's Medical College, apparently drawing fire from Grenadian
snipers, American student Mark Carpenter reported by ham radio.
"Every time a gunship goes over,
there's fire all around us." Carpenter
said in a broadcast monitored by The
Associated Press.
The invasion, coming iust two days
after a deadly bomb attack on Marines in Lebanon, stirred new unease
about foreign U.S. military operations
among some in Washington, particularly Democrat congressmen.
The Soviet Union demanded that
U.S. forces withdraw immediately
from Grenada. The British government expressed reservations about
the attack. And medical school officials and another American ham operator on the island insisted U.S.
citizens had been in no danger from
Grenada's new authorities.

TROOPS FROM the islands of Jamaica, Barbados. Dominica, St. Vincent, Antigua ana St. Lucia took part
in the assault, Reagan said.
The prime minister of Dominica,
Eugenia Charles, appeared with Reagan and said the operation was aimed
at "preventing this thing (Marxism)
from spreading to all the islands."
A Reagan administration official
said Grenada's British-appointed governor-general. Paul Scoon, who had
been under house arrest, has the
power to form a provisional government that would plan elections.
Jamaican Prime Minister Edward
Seaga told the U.S. Cable News Network that the U.S. forces would remain on Grenada only a few days, but
the Caribbean nations' forces would
stay up to six months.

Athletes lauded
This week has been proclaimed
"Bowling Green Olympian Week" by
Mayor Bruce Bellard to honor the U.
S. Olympians who have attended the
University or resided in the city.
This event, originated by the Kappa
Sigma social fraternity, celebrates
such Olympic athletes as Dave
Wottle, who was the first University
alumnus to win a gold medal in 1972.
Also included are Scott Hamilton, who
placed Fifth in figure skating in 1976,
and Bob Dobek and Doug Ross, who
were members of the Olympic hockey
team which placed fifth that same
(ear. Ken Morrow and Mark Wells,
ormer members of the University
hockey team went on to become gold

medal winners in the 1980 games.
Bob Ocvirk, night manager of the
Ice Arena and a life-time resident of
Bowling Green, has won various
awards while participating in the
Special Olympics and is among the
honored Olympians.
To highlight the week-long celebration, several pre-game activities
are scheduled for Saturday's Central
Michigan football game including a
funeral march for the Chipawas tonight at 6 p.m. led by Frieda and
Freddie Falcon and the University
marching band. The entourage will
arrive at the Union Oval at 7 p.m.
where a pep rally will be held.
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It's like this...
John Weinert, head couch of the University basketball team, gives some

WASHINGTON (AP) - Ohio congressmen expressed strong concern
yesterday about events on the Caribbean island of Grenada, which was
invaded by U.S. military forces in
what President Reagan called an
attempt to protect Americans there.
A pro-Cuban military regime took
control of Grenada Oct. 19 after a
power struggle in the ruling socialist
party. The 1,000 Americans on Grenada, mostly students at St. George's
University Medical School, were reported Tuesday to be safe.
"If our mission there is to protect
American lives, then we should evacuate those who want to leave and
quickly remove our forces," Sen.
John Glenn, D-Ohio, a member of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
said. "If there is a larger strategic
mission, then the president should
inform the Congress and the American people as to the nature, scope and
duration of that mission under the
War Powers Act."
The assault on Grenada by nearly
2,000 U.S. troops began before dawn
Tuesday. The Defense Department
said two members of the U.S. attack
force were killed and 23 were
wounded.
Sen. Howard Metzenbaum, D-Ohio,
said after a full day of briefings by top
administration officials he is convinced the administration doesn't
know why U.S. forces are in Grenada.
"THIS INVASION was ill-advised,"
Metzenbaum said, "and I pray that
we can get out of it without further
loss of life."
Rep. John Kasich, R-Ohio, said he

instructions to Colin Irish, a senior on the team. The Falcons first regular
season game will be Nov. 26 against Findlay.

supports the president's decision.
''I think that our people were at risk
down there," Kasich said. "The fact
that absolutely no one was in control
created a very, very serious situation
to all of those people."
Rep. Mary Rose Oakar. who attended a two-hour briefing by administration officials Tuesday, said she
isn't satisfied with reasons given for
the invasion.
"I favor the president coming forward with an explanation of why
we're invading another country," the
Democratic congresswoman said.
"He hasn't convinced me they should
be there."
"The situation is merely an extension of the same philosophy that you
use your military power and then you
negotiate," she said. "It's a big-stick
policy all over again."
Rep. Ed Feignan, D-Ohio, said he
favors the withdrawal of U.S. forces
from Grenada.
"I think that Secretary (of State)
George Schultz and (Defense Secretary Caspar) Weinberger yesterday
completely failed to give justification
for the American invasion of Grenada," said Feignan, a member of the
House Foreign Affairs Committee. "I
found no statement that establishes
that Grenada has any strategic or
diplomatic importance to us."
Rep. Tony Hall, D-Ohio, said he can
see no justification for the invasion.
"It's almost preposterous that we
have gone in there," Hall said. "It
just really leaves us open for great
criticisms."

Latino Preview recruits students
by Monica Oro*z
stall reporter

Latino high school students will be
getting some special advice this
weekend about attending the University. Through the efforts of the Latin
Student Union, a Latino Preview
Weekend will be used as a recruitment tool to aid in the search for
students.
According to Manuel Vadillo, recruiter of the Student Development
Center and faculty adviser for LSU,
"The thrust of the program is to have
students recruit students." About 85
students are expected to come for the

weekend's events which begin tomorrow and end Saturday afternoon.
Last year, Vadillo said 20 percent of
the students who came for the weekend were enrolled.
This year, they are hoping to get
more. Students will be paired up with
an LSU member who will be their host
for the weekend. Vadillo said the
students will get a taste of college life
as well as information about admissions and financial aid.
Students have been invited from
high schools including those in Cleveland, Lorain, Defiance and Fostoria.
VADILLO SAID interested high
school juniors and seniors were re-

quired to write an essay telling why
they want to go to college. This was to
assure they had definite plans to
continue their education.
Vadillo said the cost of the weekend
($4,000 for two days) is paid for by
LSU with assistance from Student
Development and Educational Development. Students are provided transportation, accomodations, food and
entertainment.
Faculty members have been invited to a dinner tomorrow night to
discuss academic goals with students.
Vadillo said speakers are engaged for
talking about the importance of education.
"We view education and a degree

as a ladder to ascend to success,"
Vadillo said. "Without an education,
especially a minority student will not
be able to achieve success."
Vadillo said the recruitment efforts
have been endorsed by University
President Paul Olscamp in the past
and he hopes the support will continue. However, "Without the involvement of the Latino Student Union this
event could never have taken place,"
he said.
Vadillo said the Latino students will
also participate in events Saturday
for Preview Day, which is held by the
University for prospective freshman.

Andropov declares talks at impasse
MOSCOW (AP) - Soviet President
Yuri Andropov said yesterda v deployment of new American nuclear missiles in Western Europe would make
continuation of the Geneva arms talks
"impossible."
The Soviet leader said, however,
that the Soviet Union is willing to
continue the talks on reducing nuclear
weapons in Europe if the deployment

does not start as scheduled in December.
He characterized the present state
of the talks as at an impasse, according to the official Soviet news agency
Tass.
Tass said Andropov's remarks
were in answer to questions by
Pravda, the Communist Party daily.
There had previously been Soviet

threats to break off the talks, but the
Andropov statement was the first
clear statement from the Soviet
leader.
Andropov said: "The appearance
of new American missiles in Western
Europe will make a continuation of
the present talks in Geneva impossible. On the other hand, the Geneva
talks can be continued if the United

States does not start the actual deployment of the missiles."
The Soviet leader also said the
Soviet Union was willing to end deployment of its medium-range SS-J0
missiles in the Asian part of the Soviet
Union, and is ready to consider altering its demands for cutbacks by
NATO countries in the number of
aircraft capable of carrying nuclear
weapons.

Costume night at Uptown known for uniqueness
by Lesley Sprlgg
reporter

"I remember two years ago, some
guy came in dressed as the Ayatollah
and he had 50 'hostages' with him.
They were all tied together, but by
the end of the night he only had three
hostages left." Jeff Hobbie, manager
and owner of the Uptown bar, 162 N.

Main St., said, recalling one of the
bar's past Halloween Costume
Nights.
The annual Uptown costume contest began five years ago and is
known tor generating very original
and outrageous costumes.
"Previously, we've had it the Saturday before Halloween, but this vear
we're going
to try Monday, on Halloween night,17 Hobbie said.

the bottom line
Improvement
reflected in
profit boost

HIGHLAND PARK, Mich. (AP)
- Chrysler Corp. announced yesterday it earned $100.2 million in
the third quarter, boosting the
automaker's profits so far this
year to a record $582.6 million.
Chrysler's third-quarter earnings, amounting to 72 cents per
share of common stock, were up
nearly 10 times last year's thiraquarter profit of $9.4 million, or 3
cents per share, the company
said.
The improvement stemmed

"This year may be the best. People
are a lot looser on Monday nights. We
usually get a very good cross section
of people for our weekly Monday
Motown nights," he said. Hobbie believes this Halloween will be better
because they will be playins oldies
and songs like "The Monster Mash."
In the past, Hobbie said, uniqueness
has.been the key to the winning cos-

from increased car and truck
sales and cost-cutting, it said.
Chrysler was the third U.S. automaker to report results for the
period. On Monday, GM announced a record $736.9 million
profit, while American Motors
Corp. said it lost $9.1 million.
Ford Motor Co.'s results are
due later this week.
Auto analysts predict the four
major U.S. carmakers' profits for
the third quarter will total about
$1.1 billion.

tumes. "One of the most original
(costumes) I've seen, was last year
when four girls dressed up as towels
on a clothesline. They were strung
together and wrapped in towels," he
AFTER 11 P.M., three judges (employees of Uptown) will walk around
and give out tokens to the eight best
costumes, Hobbie said. At midnight.

index
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the winner and runners-up will be
chosen by crowd approval.
"First prize is $25 and a nice beer
sign. Second is $15, third is $5, and
both get free admission passes, free
pitcher and pizza coupons, and a Tshirt," Hobble said.
"There are so many good costumes, it's hard to choose. But everyone will get something," he said.
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• Congressional Democrats, angered over the presidents tailing to
impose the war powers act. ore
thretening to pul troops out ot Grenada in 60 days Page 5
• University student Steve Shunck
finished 257th in the New York City
Marathon Page 11

T-shirts, duffel bags, and about 1,000 posters will be given away, Hobbie
said. Tickets will be given to everyone
at the door, and every 15 minutes, two
numbers will be called and the ticket
holders will receive prizes.
"We won't make a lot of money that
night, but then we only have two or
three big parties a year," Hobbie
added.

weather

Mostly sunny today, high 50-55 Generally clear tonight, low 40-45

•t
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—editorial— America playing image game
Registration up, but
by Timothy Thompson

are voters ready?
mhanks to the Undergraduate Student Government, other
A campus organizations and area community members,
the University has been recognized for registering the most
voters out of the 12 universities in the Ohio Student Associaton. While the registration drive should be commended as
well as the 4,800 students who registered, we are somewhat
concerned why these students have decided to make a mark
on this election's ballot and if each is fully aware of what will
be on the ballot in November.
Last night was a chance for all registered voters to get a
taste of the issues on the ballot. USG sponsored a "Rap With
Your Rap" session in the Off-Campus Commuter Center in
Moseley Hall where Issues 1,2 and 3 were debated. But other
than the representatives themselves, less than 10 people
showed for the event.
While some may argue the event was not well publicized,
or students are busy people or the media supplies the same
information, it is disgruntling that less than 10 students out of
more than 16,000, which includes 4,800 plus who are registered to vote, made an appearance to state views on an
election which could greatly affect each of those students.
The mad dash to suddenly register to vote, when some who
have been of age to do so for awhile, and the low turnout of
the USG sponsored event has left us wondering if people are
really concerned about everything on the ballot, or just one
or two issues in particular.
For those registered in Wood County, this ballot will
include selection for council seats and the mayor, as well as
the issues. All of these elected officials decide on policy which
can affect the University. Should we walk in that booth and
play ennie-meenie-minnie-moe? Should we bother not to vote
at all on these items because we think we have no vested
interest in them?
As a registered voter of this state and community, each of
us should not only have an interest in those items which could
immediately affect us but all items on the ballot. One never
knows if a choice we make today could come back to haunt us
down the road.
A wealth of information is circulating out there about this
November's election. But a sufficient amount of unbiased
information about everything on the ballot is not going to be
shoved down our throats. Each of us needs to do a little
shoving and regurgitating on our own, or the results of this
November's election will only represent the well thought out
marks of a few.

Well the vote is in. In an ABC News
poll Tuesday night, 58 percent of those
polled approved of America's involvement in Grenada, 38 percent disapproved, and the rest weren't sure. We
cant be sure that the poll was at all
valid or representative of Americans'
positions, but it is surprising that so
many were so fast to form their
opinions. Or maybe it's not surprising, after all, things like this don't
require much thought.
Most high government officials in
favor of this latest action say "Please
don't use the word invasion." They
reason that because we were asked by
several Carribean governments to
join the attack, we cannot term this
an "Invasion." For all purposes of
definition, it was an invasion - it had
elements of force, surprise, and rapid
advancement of military power into a
concentrated area.
We Americans have always liked to
think of ourselves as the "good guys."
And we've taken for granted that
other nations in the free world look up

to us. Those days are slipping by us
now.
Vietnam was the first great blow to
our collective ego, then embarrassment haunted us again as a few Iranians "held America hostage." These
losses of face were, it seems, unbearable to our new leader. President
Reagan will not stand for the world
kicking America around, and he has
taken the philosophy of "speak loudly
and carry a big stick."
And our big stick, the American
military, is being felt around the
globe. The loss of lives is secondary,
we must maintain our appearance of
strength. After all, we have an image
to keep up, don't we? So we send
troops into Lebanon, we invade Grenada, and does anyone remember
what we're doing in El Salvador?
Yeah, I sure am proud to be an
American. It gives me peace of mind
to know I am associated with the side
that is right and good. And whatever
decisions our president makes, we
must trust he is only looking out for
our interests. I have a few questions,
though, before I cast my vote for
American militarism.

One of the big reasons for us ramming our military barrels down these
people's throats is for the preservation of democracy. Have we stopped
to wonder lately that democracy
might not be the ultimate answer to
everyone's governmental woes? Ill
guarantee you that there are people in
Grenada who have no idea of what
democracy means - they're too busy
struggling for towmorrow's food,
while they work their hands raw to
keep the very few elite in power.
And of course, we 'must always
beware the emminent spreading of
Communism. Give those Soviet Red
Dogs the chance and they'll have us
all saluting the flag of oppression. Do
the Soviets really present a threat to
us? Militarily, no. But as far as who
holds the most esteemed image in the
eyes of the rest of the world, yes, they
do present a threat.
It is the image, that ego-involvement with who will maintain the prettiest face - or who will be made to look
the fool - that government leaders in
both great nations seem to be playing
with. And it is America, not the Soviet
Union, who may be taking the role of

the fool. And it is America who has
takenovertheroleoftheaggressor.lt
is America who is forcing her beliefs
on other nations of the world.
I don't know about you, but I'm
scared. What scares me is that the
tension in world affairs is escalating,
and America is playing no small role
in that escalation. The United States
is quickly becoming the bad guy on
the world scene. It will not surprise
me if in the next decade the whole
power structure of the world shifts,
and we are left weaker than ever.
In battling to be seen as a strong
nation, we are presenting ourselves
as the irrational aggressor. Everyone
sides with the strong bully, fearing his
power and wanting to be connected
with a winner. But when the bully gets
beaten up, we are not sad. And when
intelligence has confronted might in
the past, intelligence has always
come out on top.
Timothy Thompson is a columnist and
cartoonist for the News.

'A person can only fight for so long'
by Janet Boyer
I always wondered what happened
to one of the girls in my high school
class. You probably know the type:
radical, never cared what people
thought of her. She always wanted to
change the world.
Leslie was her name and she was
pretty and smart. In fact, our class
voted her "most likely to succeed."
I can remember one incident when
a guy in our class (Dave, I think his
name was) was teasing Leslie because she said she wanted to become
president of the United States. The
Ky sarcastically kept telling Leslie
it a girl would never become president.
But that didn't seem to bother Leslie. She would smile and say, "Maybe
not but at at least I will get a lot
further than most people."
About a month ago I ran into Leslie
and was shocked to find out how much
she had changed since graduation.
She seemed to nave lost her drive and
determination. I couldn't understand
why.

"Leslie," I asked, "You seem to
have mellowed out since college, how
come?"
"It's like this," Leslie said. "When I
was in high school, it was easy to fight
against the things I thought were
wrong with society. I was young,
naive and really believed I could
change the world. But when I got to
college I started to run into obstacles,
and f Just got tired."
I couldn't bi
believe what Leslie was
telling me. She seemed so different
than the Leslie I knew in school. It
almost seemed as if she had fought a
long hard battle and had been defeated.
"At first it was easy to fight against
the things I thought were wrong,"
Leslie continued. "But, the more
things I tried to change the more
things I saw that needed changing and
it seemed like a never ending circle,"
Leslie said.
"So why didn't you keep on trying to
change things?" I asked.
"Irs like this," Leslie said, "I got
tired of people always telling me I

was wrong for trying to fight against
things that were 'traditional.' And I
got tired of people telling me that no
matter how hard I tried, society
wasn't going to change. I felt like I
was beating my head up against a
wall that wouldn't budge.
"But that never stopped you before," I said.
"You don't understand," Leslie
said in a soft voice. "A person can
only fight for so long before she gets
too tired and ends up conforming to
society - like everyone else. It's sort
of like the old saying, 'if you can't
beat 'em, join 'em.' "
"So, in other words, you're giving
up," I said.
"Call it whatever you want," Leslie
said. "All I know is that everyone
ends up conforming. Let's see you try
to change something, no matter how
small. You'll find yourself in the same
situation I was. And they'll beat you
too."
I didn't give much thought to what
Leslie had said. Of course, I thought
she was wrong and had just given up,

but something happened the other day
when I was walking to class that
made me think about what she had
said.
A girl ran up to me and said,
"Janet, did you hear that some students are trying to get a professor
fired because they don't think he is
qualified to teach?"
"Yeah," I said. "But it will never
happen because there aren't enough
students willing to go through the
hassle to get him fired."
"Well, you had the professor, why
don't you help out?" the girl said.
"I can't be bothered, besides that,
it's a hopeless case," I said.
And then I realized what Leslie had
said was true, "Let's see you try to
change something... they'll beat you
too."
Janet Boyer, a staff reporter for the
News, is a senior broadcast journalism major from Fostoria, Ohio.
III^

( letters
Marsh's letter on issues 2,3 debated
Mr. Michael Marsh's letter to the
BG News (26 October 1963) shows the
mentality of those supporting Issues 2
and 3. First, he is so concerned about
waste in government that he objects
to President Olscamp's letter to faculty and staff about these Issues,
because of the expense. Marsh is even
worried that taxpayers will suffer
further if his response is distributed in
the same manner. I hope be makes a
small contribution to the BG News to
defray the costs of printing his letter,
because taxpayers certainly should
not have to pay for arguments like
bis.
Second, his attitude is more belligerent than consistent. At one point he
says, "Issue 3 does not require any
cuts, immediately or otherwise." In
the following column he says, "The
entire 10% tax increase was, in effect,
necessary for increase other than
education." So the increase was necessary and it was not necessary. I
hope he will have a short talk with
himself and come to a definite decision.
He more or less admits that some
tax increase is necessary because he
quotes Sen. Gillmor as saying a
smaller tax Increase would be popular. But he never says how much a
"modest" tax increase would be. We
taxpayers have a right to know.
Maybe no tax increase at all would be
more popular still. Marsh is quite
misleading when be asks, "What can
be detrimental to the state In converting what is now a permanent rate
increase in our taxes to a temporary
tax increase?" The fact is, though,
mat if we vote for Issue 3 (and Issue 2
along with it) we will not have any
"modest" or "temporary" tax increase; we will be back to a level 50%
below the rate of the late unlamented
Rhodes administration; and the vot-

ers will be convinced that no tax
increase at all is necessary. In that
situation, it will be safer for legislators to talk about tightening belts
and cutting out waste than to pass tax
increases. They will even nave a
Klitical motive for stonewalling on
; issue. Republicans will want to
take credit for the passage of these
measures as a means of discrediting
the Celeste aclministration in the 1964
election; and the longer they can put
off any tax increase, the better for
them.
It's worth noting that fiscally responsible Republicans oppose Issues 2
and 3. Howard Collier, former director of the budget in the Rhodes administration, who often pointed out how
much revenue was falling short of
expectations, has spoken against the
Issues. The very conservative WTVGTV Toledo (Channel 13) finds Issue 2
too much to swallow. But we are not
talking about fiscally responsible Republicans; we are talking about people like Mr. Marsh, who really oppose
any adequate tax base for Ohio, simply because it would be a little more
money out of their pocket. Interestingly, one of President Olscamp's
arguments that Marsh did not refute
was this: "Ohio ranks 37th in the 50
states in state taxes as a percentage
of personal Income." Figures in the
Statistical Abstract of the OS. for
1961, the last year of comparative
figures, bear this statement out. The
minimum tax rate, .5% then and now
presumably .96%, is as low as any;
and the highest rate, now presumably
6.66% is only on incomes of $46,000
and over -one of the highest bases for
the maximum rate. Compare that
with Alabama's 5% rate for all incomes over 65,000, Arkansas' rate of
7% for incomes over $25,000; and
compare our top rate with that of
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Wisconsin (10%), Iowa (13%), New
York (14%). and Minnesota (16%).
The needs of the 1960s cannot be met
by a tax rate more appropriate to the
1960s. We might as well recognize it.
The Marsh solution is a hand-tomouth one: pass a temporary tax for
only a few months, provoke a crisis
because it somehow didn't meet expectations, call a special session of
the legislature and pass another temporary tax. Pay only as much as you
nave to, and never as much as you
need to. Long-distance planning is
impossible, a surplus is a horrifying
problem to be avoided at all costs, and
a shortfall is the usual result. The
Celeste administration is to be commended because it recognized that
this is no way to run a state administration. It saw that a reasonable tax
raise on a permanent basis would give
a solid floor to Ohio finances. Remember that even with the added taxes,
the budget could not have been
brought Into balance without severe
cuts, some of which will need to be
restored if the predicted surplus develops. But if these Issues pass, severe cuts will be the order of the day
all along the line. Mr. Marsh thinks
that education could be exempted
from these cuts because people want
to support education. All we can say is
that BGSU was not exempted from
cuts two years ago, during one of the
Rhodes crises. Part-time faculty were
laid off for a term; secretaries who
left could not be replaced; lab experiments could not be performed because supplies were lacking. How the
state aclministration is going to find
the money for these things with a 90%
cut in revenues and a 5% annual
inflation rate is a mystery revealed
only to Mr. Marsh and his friends. It is
something like President Reagan's
budget we all know the answer to
that one; and we know further that
the state cannot run on a deficit. The
safest thing to do, to avoid a situation
of such bleakness, is simply to vote
"No" on Issues 2 and 3.
Paul E. Parnall

Professor, English

Olscamp feels the News
confused his statement
Apparently, my statements delivered at a press conference on Oct. 4
regarding possible effects of Issues 2
and 3 were the cause of some confusion for the BG News, as indicated by
your Oct. 12, 1963 editorial entitled,
''Olscamp Inserts His Feet in
Mouth." Permit me to elaborate on

those comments made at the Oct. 4
meeting.
First, there are some very good
educational programs in the State of
Ohio including those available at
BGSU and Ohio State University,
among others. But there is some
legitimate proof that Ohio's programs
do not rank nationally at the level I
believe people of Ohio deserve. Passage of Issues 2 and 3 will only further
reduce the quality of our programs
while increasing the cost for our students.
According to the Conference Board
of Associated Research Councils
Committee on Assessment of Quality
Related Characteristics of Research
Doctorate Programs in the United
States, whose report was described In
the May/June 1963 issue of Change
magazine at "the Rolls-Royce of academic quality rankings" and "the
most authoritative report since the
1970 Roose and Anderson's Rating of
Graduate Programs," (p. 14) not one
Ohio university has a program listed
in the top 15 institutions in the United
States, let alone the top 10. The American Council on Education and the
National Academy of Sciences consider this report authoriative. The
survey covered 2,099 programs in 32
disciplines, excluding professional
schools, and no public Ohio university
received top ranking. The people of
the State of Ohio deserve better educational opportunities for our students and I feel we should be able to
compare more favorably with other
leading state supported schools in the
United States. Change states that Ohio
State University was ranked 15th in
the country regarding "reputation" In
1925; 18th ui 1959; 19th in 1979; and did
not rank in the top 25 in the United
States in 1962.
Finally, I am proud of our educational programs but, as you know, the
State of Ohio is currently ranked 47th
in the country in support of higher
education, and if Issue 3 is successful
that ranking is likely to change to

Clear Views

50th. I see no way that this kind of
comparative status will assist us in
producing top 10 programs.
I hope this clarifies the grounds for
my claims. If you wish further explanation of comments I might make in
the future, I encourage you to contact
my office for a discussion.
Please vote Nov. 8.
Paul J. Olscamp
President

Points to think about
in upcoming election
I wish to address several of the
points and observations contained in
Mr. Michael Marsh's letter to President Olscamp which was reprinted in
the News yesterday. (I didn't realize
the News is now following a practice
of reprinting copies of letters rather
than letters specifically addressed to
the editor.)
First, it is interesting to note that
apart from the vote margin on one or
two tax measures, Mr. Marsh did not
appear to disagree with any of the
major substantive points contained in
the president's letter of Oct. 11 which
was addressed to "All Faculty and
Staff."
Second, it is curiously interesting to
note that Mr. Marsh cited the 1961
gasoline tax vote as an example of a
tax measure which received a 60
percent plus vote in both houses of the
General Assembly. What Mr. Marsh
and other SET organizers fail to point
out is that that vote was a single
purpose tax, i.e., to support the
State's highway program. According
to the State's Tax Department and
other authoritative sources, since at
least 1969, neither the Senate nor the
House has adopted any tax or revenue
measure in support of the State's
General Revenue Fund from which
higher education and other entities of
the State have derived operating
funds.
Third, Mr. Marsh wrote the presi-

dent on Monday, Oct. 17, with the full
knowledge that the reference to the
BGSU Foundation in the Oct. 10 issue
of Monitor was a complete misstatement. He so acknowledged in a conversation with me on Saturday, Oct.
15 and with other indivduals earlier in
that week. As an attorney who has
worked diligently on behalf of the
Foundation, ne is acutely aware of the
fact that the Foundation could jeopardize its tax-exempt status should it
ever become an instrument for political purposes.
I sincerely hope that members of
this university community will consider these points of contention in the
process of voting on Issues 2 and 3
November 8.
Richard A. Edwards
Vic* President University Relations,
Secretary - BGSU Foundation, Inc.

Editor's note: We at the News reserve
the right to print any Information we
receive. Michael Marsh sent bis letter, written to President Paul Olscamp, to us addressed to the editor.
Further, It is not the first letter we
have printed in this fashion. The Sept.
27, 1963 Issue of the News, carried a
letter from Patrick Sweeney, an Ohio
state representative, that had been
written to Olscamp.

respond •
The BG News Editorial Page is
the campus forum for comments
regarding articles in The News or
important issues concerning the
University and its community.
Guest columns from members of
the University community are
gladly accepted. If you would like
to write a ''commentary" column
please contact the editorial editor.
Address your comments to:
Editor
The BG News
106 University Hall
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Vending machines provide 'munchie'relief
by Mike Mcnfyre
reporter

A resounding growl emanates from the pit of your
empty stomach; breakfast
was skipped in favor of
making It to class on time.
Loose change is scrounged
from the lint-filled recesses of your pockets.
Vending machines to the
rescue.
The Maumee Valley
Vending Company, based

in Defiance, Ohio, makes it
its business to stamp out
the dreaded "munchies."
The company supplies and
services all the vending
machines at the University.
But its quest does not
abruptly end at the city
limits of this humble town.
"We supply our vending
services to nine counties in
northwest Ohio, going as
far as Lima. Our warehouses are located in Bowling Green and Napoleon,"

Route Supervisor Dick
Denny said.
So when the munchies
set in, it won't be hard to
find a vending machine.
"There are approximately 190 vending machines throughout the
University." he said. "We
carry a full line of products
including canned pop,
candy and pastry, juice,
milk, ice cream, among
other things," Denny said.
STUDENTS WHO use

the vending machines on
the way to class or in the
privacy of their own residence hall pay for the convenience. Denny said tax
and commission are the
reasons why prices for
candy and pastry sold in
vending machines are
higher than the prices of
the same items bought in a
store.
Joe Marino, freshman
English education major
said, "Vending machines
provide a useful service. It

is better to have them and
have them overpriced than
not to have them at all."
Students who buy from
the vending machines are
usually looking for a quick
snack to satisfy them until
their next meal. Denny
said the most popular machines are the candy and
pastry machines for this
reason. He said the best
(laces for sales are in the
lusic Building, the library, the Math-Science
Building and anywhere

Ghosts haunt local houses
by Teresa Perettl
reporter

Walking down a dimly lit
corridor, Dracula emerges
from the shadows with
fangs ready to strike, Lizzie Bordon nurls her bloodstained axe, and as gutwrenching screams fill the
air, one wonders if they
will live to pay next semester's tuition.
If this scene is too frightening, then avoid the local
Haunted Houses created
for Halloween.
Beginning Sunday from

9 p.m. until 1 a.m., University Activities Organization will sponsor a haunted
house in the Northeast
Commons.
"Last year we had an
event called Spooktacular
so this year we decided to
try something new," Julie
Freedheim, UAO games
director and junior special
education major, said.
According to Freedheim, some of the scenes to
watch out for are a mummy's tomb and a
graveyard setting.

THE OLD Kroger store
on North Main Street offers another spine-chilling
experience. According to
Randy Sanner, chairman
of the board of Jaycees, the
annual Jaycee fund raiser
will "scare the hell out of
you."
Known for their haunted
houses, the Jaycees "put
through more than a thousand people last week,"
Sanner said. They will continue to lead people
through their house Friday
and Saturday from 7 p.m.

to midnight and Sunday
from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Friday night is also the
setting for another unusual
happening. As an annual
philanthropy for the Sigma
Phi Epsilon fraternity, a
haunted house will be
opening up for underpriveleged children on Oct. 28,
said Greg Herrimann, junior sports studies management major and
chairman for the haunted
house project.
"Because of greek life

policy we aren't opening
our house to the public,
Herrimann said. All of the
money raised at the house
will go back to those children who attend the event.
"It is not a profit making
event but a charity raising
project." Herrimann said.
Traditional scary scenes
will be the setting inside
the Sig Ep House. The
Golden Hearts, the Little
Sis organization, will help
the brothers escort the
children through the
house, Herrimann said.

else where the machines
are easily accessible on a
come and go basis.
Even at the fast pace of
college life, however, some
students take the time to
care about the quality and
nutritional value of the
food they consume.
Paul Globokar. freshman design technology
major, said, "These vending machines don't sell
anything useful to your
body, it's all junk food. I
wouldn't buy anything

from them, they're way
overpriced anyway."
ONE OF THE most important factors in the mission to eliminate the
munchies is to keep the
defenses strong. This includes making sure the
machines are in proper
working order and that
they are stocked with
K' nty of snack foods,
nny said because the
men who service the machines keep them maintained properly there is

really no difficulty in servicing them. He said good
maintainance prevents
breakdowns.
It is a rare occasion to
see a student trying to beat
the higher prices by deliberately vandalizing or
breaking into a vending
maching, Denny said.
There isn't a great deal of
vandalism or theft. He said
company policy is to prosecute anyone caught vandalizing or stealing from
the machines.

•dateline

Oct. 27, IMS
Orientation - Today is the
last day to pick up applications to help with the University orientation
program, from 8 a.m. to S
p.m. in 405 Student Services. Interviews will be
conducted Oct. 30 to Nov. 1,
and applications must be
returned when scheduling
interviews. Free and open
to all.
Think Tank - A
brainstorming session will
be held today at 3 p.m. in
the Hooley Conference
Room of the Student Rec
Center for improving the
Student Rec Center. Free
and open to all.

i — "" — -"-VALUABLE COUPON" — ■-■«■-■■■■

when 'instant' is too slow... that's a job for our

Sport - A facilitator will
demonstrate squash skills
at 4 p.m. on the squash
courts of the Student Rec
Center. Free and open to
all.
Pep Rally - Freddie and
Frieda Falcon and the
cheerleaders will lead a
pep rally today at 6 p.m. at
the Union Oval. Sponsored
by Kappa Sigma fraternity
and the Athletic Department. Free and open to all.
Stargazing - A
session wul be held I
from 9:30-11 p.m. on
roof of the life Sciences
Building, weather permitting. Sponsored 6y the

Physics and Astronomy
Departments. Open to all.
Language Laboratory The Language Laboratory
will extend its hours to four
evenings a week. Evening
hours will be Monday
through Thursday, 6:308:30 p.m. The Lab will
open at 9:30 a.m. instead of
8:30 a.m. Monday through
Wednesday. Other hours
remain unchanged.
Dateline, a daily service of
the News, lists dates and
times of campus events.
Submissions by all organizations are welcome and
must be turned in typed
and double spaced one
week prior to the event.
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JFK's Cuban Missile Crisis tapes released
The tapes, secretly recorded by President John
F. Kennedy, took on additional significance as public attention was riveted
again on the Caribbean
after the U.S. invasion of
Granada.
They were released at
the Kennedy library here
after screening by the Na-

BOSTON (AP) - Fragmented transcripts and 33
minutes of scratchy recordings from the Kennedy
White House were released
yesterday and revealed a
young president and his
advisers contemplating,
then rejecting, military action during the 1962 Cuban
Missile Crisis.

tional Security Council.
The library said the release during the current
turmoil in the Caribbean
was coincidental.
The tapes chronicle
White House conversations
on Oct. 16, 1962, the day
after Kennedy, 46, learned
that the Soviet Union was
building missile sites in

Cuba.
Kennedy's first reaction
waa to prepare for military
action.
"I think we ought to,
beginning right now, be
preparing," Kennedy said
In the first of the two recorded meetings. "We're
certainly going to do No. 1;
we're going to take out

these missiles."
BUT IN the second meeting, the mood changed.
Defense Secretary Robert
McNamara argued for a
political solution, including
a blockade of the island,
with the insistence that the
Soviets remove their weapons.
The course suggested by

McNamara ultimately was
chosen.
Kennedy told the nation
of the situation six days
later, ordered a naval
blockade of Cuba and
forced the Soviets to remove the missiles from the
island.
The crisis was over in 13
days.

Kennedy worried that
the crisis could turn into a
nuclear confrontation, the
tapes snow.
'They may announce
within three days they're
going
to have warheads on
r
an; if we come and attack, they're going to fire
them," he said. "Of
course, we then announce,

well, if they do that, then
we're going to attack with
nuclear weapons."
The transcripts, occasionally blacked out by
NSC censors, showed Attorney General Robert
Kennedy, Vice President
Lyndon Johnson and others initially favored military action.

Cyanide- poisoned Ohio fish now safe to eat
WHEELING, W.Va. (AP)
- State and federal environmental officials say
Ohio river fish are safe to
eat after last month's cyanide dumping that killed
more than a million fish.

Because the cyanide has
washed downstream, fish
caught in the river require
"no special precautions"
or preparation before eating, according to a
statement by the Environ-

mental Protection Agency
and the West Virginia Department of Natural Resources.
DNR officials said cyanide leaked into the river
Sept. 9 from the sewer of

an industrial plant in Ohio,
killing fish for several
miles downstream. The
fish kill "continues to generate interest and concern," the statement said.
"Recent water samples

WASHINGTON (AP) -The
Pentagon, responding to
demands from Congress
and worried parents of
servicemen stationed in
Lebanon, said yesterday it
would release a list of all
uninjured military men in
the Beirut area later in the

Storting At The
Bewitching Hour of 9 o'clock

$50.oo First Prize For Best Costume
WFAL D.J.t. Dancing
3 Magic Shows, Balloon Drop
Witch's Brew Specials

the fish flesh; therefore, no
threat is anticipated to the
user," the statement said.
The EPA and the state
claim the fish kill was
caused by Eastern Plating
Co., Martins Ferry, Ohio.
The agencies say Eastern
Plating dumped 3,200 gallons of zinc cyanide into

the Belmont County Sewer
system.
Some of the cyanide
made its way into the Ohio
River, the EPA said, killing up to l.S million fish.
Picoma Industries of
Martins Perry, parent
company of Eastern Plating, has been billed more

than $179,000 by the Department of Natural Resources to replace fish
killed in the incident, officials said.
A spokesman for the
DNR said if the company
refuses to pay the bill, the
agency will consider taking court action to require
payment

List of living compiled

HALLOWEEN PARTY
OCT. 31»l

taken from the Ohio River
at several locations
stretching from the Wheelins citv water intake to
Sistersville indicated no
residual concentrations of
Sanide present as a result
the recent release," the
agencies said.
"CYANIDE IS not
known to accumulate in

Second and Third Prize - Dinner for Two
(Prize* lo be aworded at midnight)
NO COVER
Help Us Judge Our Own Staff'! Coitumei
THURSOAY Night It alweye IADIIS NMMT at •:JO

Mead Met
FRIDAY and SATURDAY Nights com* and listen to sounds of
Hoile and Aaron's "JUMPIN JIVI RAND"

day.
The list will have the
names of 1,400 military
men. not only from the
Marine Corps, which suffered heavy loss of life in
Sunday's terrorist bombing, but also those serving

in the area with the Army,
Navy and Air Force.
Ever since the bombing,
the Marine Corps has refused to release a list of the
uninjured and relatives
have had a difficult time
getting information. A hot-

line with five telephone
numbers has been jammed
with calls 24 hours a day.
The number of known
dead stood at 219 early in
the day, but only 37 had
been identified and their
families notified, Major
Mike Stephens said.
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Democrats vow to pull troops

Study time

og news staff/Can Lee Cifoni
Who says you can't do two things at once? Rick Payeff, freshman
graphic design major, likes to study and watch the University basketball
team practice at the same time.

In his notification, Reagan took note of the Vietnam-era war powers law
but did not invoke the provisions limiting a president's power to keep troops
in combat or in overseas
ing for farm supports, job- areas of potential combat
less benefits and other without congressional apEurchases. The pickup in proval.
The resolution said the
usiness activity also increased tax income from timetable in the act was
triggered
by the invasion
corporations.
Still, many economists because "imminent insay the flooa of red ink is volvement in hostilities
keeping interest rates un- was clearly indicated by
usually high, threatening the circumstances."
the economic recovery,
SENATE DEMOkeeping the dollar too
strong and worsening the CRATIC Leader Robert
imbalance in foreign Byrd of West Virginia,
asked whether he planned
trade.
to ask Congress to invoke
the War Powers timetable,
said, "I fully expect to do

Spending breaks record
WASHINGTON (AP)The
Sovernment outspent its
icome by $195.4 billion in
the fiscal year just ended,
smashing the all-time deficit record of the previous
year by $85 billion.
Fiscal 1983 was the 14th
year in a row that the government operated in the
red and the 42nd in the last
SO years.
And many in Congress
are predicting that no ac-

tion will be taken to bring
deficits under control until
after next year's election.
Presidential adviser
Martin Feldstein told a
congressional panel yesterday that waiting that
long "will probably produce a recession in fiscal
year 1986."
Last October, the first
month of fiscal 1983, officials had estimated the
deficit would only be several billion dollars higher

than the $110.7 billion
shortfall of 1982. But projections were raised as
high as $210.2 billion during the year and down
slightly from that during
the summer.
Officials said the final
tally reported yesterday
didn't turn out quite as
badly as the most recent
official estimates because
the summer drought, improved economy and lower
inflation decreased spend-

Friday's Is Coming!
he A*t,telK B*rtd,-(*hMi . _
I Basketball and Hockey games) and three
■ Concert Bands are being organized for the
[Second Semester. Students interested in
I participating in these organizations are invited
I to stop in the Band Office, Room 1010 in the
■College of Musical Arts Building, or telephone
1372-2181 for specific audition (where
■required), registration and performance
■schedule jr"

WASHINGTON (AP) Congressional Democrats,
accusing President Reagan of failing to comply
with the War Powers Act,
promised yesterday to assert their authority to pull
troops out of Grenada after
60 days if they are not
withdrawn sooner.
With the congressional
outcry continuing over the
death of more than 200
Marines in a bomb attack
in Lebanon, the Grenada
invasion appeared to be
moving the lawmakers toward their second war
powers confrontation with
the White House in less
than a month.
The Democratic minority in the Senate unanimously approved a
resolution declaring that
the notice Reagan sent to
congressional leaders a
few hours after Tuesday's
landing on the Caribbean
island "does not fulfill the
requirements" of the 1973

kinko's copies

U MEAN THE DIFFERENCE
BG vs. CENTRAL SAT 1:30
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This was the same language he used 13 months
ago when he announced he
was sending Marines into
Lebanon to participate in
an international peacekeeping force in that strifetorn Mideast country.
On Sept. 28 and 29, the
House and Senate approved a compromise declaring that hostilities in
Lebanon had triggered the
60-day limit, but authorizing the president to keep
the Marines in Beirut for
an additional 18 months.
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sal to comply fully and
properly with the law."
HOUSE MAJORITY
Leader Jim Wright, DTexas, said the act's timing provision is automatic.
"It is not up to the president of the United States
whether to invoke it," he
said.
In his notice to congressional leaders, Reagan
said he was acting in
accordance with my desire
that the Congress be informed on this matter, and
consistent with the War
Powers Resolution."

PAGLIAI'S PIZZA

BINDING

325 E. Woostar St.
(Across From Taco Bell)

so." As to when, he said,
"It could be at any time."
The Democrats also
passed a resolution declaring security for Marines in
Lebanon was "obviously
inadequate" before Sunday's terrorist attack and
proposing that the administration try to negotiate
transfer of the Marines'
peacekeeping mission to a
United Nations force or
"other forces from neutral
countries."
In the House also, Reagan's notice was criticized
as inadequate.
"We're not satisfied,"
House Speaker Thomas
O'Neill, Jr., D-Mass, said.
If the president does not
submit himself to the War
Powers timetable, O'Neill
said, "45 days from now a
resolution will come to the
floor" to invoke the time
limit.
Rep. Clement Zablocki,
D-Wis., chairman of the
House Foreign Affairs
Committee, called the
president's action "a refu-

<wL
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CENTER.
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Gorilla twins born in U.S. Enlistment increases
no

no
so
M
ai

is.

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)
- A lowland gorilla on loan
to the Columbus Zoo gave
birth yesterday to the first
flotilla twins ever born alve in a U.S. zoo and the
third set ever bom in captivity.
. "They're so ugly they're
cute," Jack Hanna, zoo
director, said. "It was just
as exciting as seeing my
last child born. It was
really something else."
The males, each weigh-

ing 4 pounds 8 ounces, were
born shortly after midnight. Dr. Harrison Gardner, the zoo's veterinarian,
and Dr. James Baird, a
Riverside Hospital gynecolocist, assisted with the
delivery. The hairy newborns were rushed to incubators in the zoo's nursery.

"The baby gorillas are
doing real well," Hanna
said. "But for the first two
to three days, we'll have to

describe their condition as
guarded."
The father is Oscar,
whose mother, Colo, was
the world's first gorilla
born in captivity. Hanna
said the zoo will bold a
contest to name the two
babies.
ZOO WORKERS and
volunteers had monitored
Bridget! continuously for
63 days after ultrasound
tests showed the 23-yearold gorilla, on loan from

the Omaha Zoo, was pregnant.
Hanna was worried that
Bridgett, who previously
had two miscarriages,
might have difficulty during the delivery. But the
zoo director, who stayed up
through the delivery,
planned to celebrate tonight.
^ don't smoke, but I'm
going to smoke two cigars
and drink two bottles of
champagne," Hanna said.

Senate axes project
:

i

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Senate yesterday scuttled
the Clinch River Breeder
Reactor, refusing 56-40 to
spend $1.5 billion to complete the nuclear power
project which proponents
claimed held the promise
of an inexhaustible supply
of energy.
The project near Oak

Ridge, Tenn., already has
cost $1.7 billion. Critics
have charged for years
that the reactor, which
would "breed" more nuclear fuel than it consumes, is dangerous, a
waste of money and already obsolete.
Senate Majority Leader

Howard Baker Jr.. RTenn., one of the project's
most ardent supporters,
admitted defeat after the
surprisingly wide vote
against him.
"I sincerely regret the
loss of this amendment,
but it is lost," he told the
Senate. "One of these
days, I think we will regret

CASH & CARRY SPECIALS
Fancy

Carnations
Long Stem

$5.00
Dozen

$6.00

Roses

Dozen

Parent's Day
Corsages
Football Mums
Place Orders
Now!

not having an entry in this
field. But the Senate has
spoken. I will not prolong
this debate."
Supporters brought the
U.5 billion spending proposal to the floor as an all-ornothing gamble to complete the project over the
next seven years. Congress
already had refused to provide a smaller, one-year
appropriation in a routine
1«4 spending bill.
The government alone
has spent $1.7 billion on the
protect so far, for design,
engineering and excavation, despite its rollercoaster ride in Congress. The
overall price tag, including
private money, was put at
$4.2 billion. In 1970. the
estimate was $800 million.
The vote apparently
ends a battle that has
ged more than a decade.

"Calls have been piling
in like you wouldn't believe," Lt. Col. Robert
Tilley, who Is in charge of
43 Marine recruiting stations across central and
southern California, said.
One new recruit was

Scott Mapstead, 18, of
Lakewood, Ca., who asked
if he could improve his
chances for getting overseas duty if he listed his top
three choices as "Beirut,
Beirut, Beirut."
Mapstead said that as
the death count in Sunday's terrorist bombing of
the Marine garrison
climbed above 200, "it
really upset me."
"Those are a lot of our
brothers." he said. "I feel
they are my brothers."
The Marine recruiter in

BOSTON (AP) - Acquired immune deficiency
syndrome may be caused
by a plant fungus that
mimics a drug used to
lower immunity in organ
transplant patients, federal scientists said.
"We are working around
the clock on it," Dr.
Thomas Folks, one of the
researchers, said. "We are
very excited about it."
But a report by the research group emphasized,
"These results are extremely preliminary."
The fungus, which has
never been known to cause
disease in human beings,
has been found in the blood
of victims of AIDS. It pro-

2tO%7HatK

Facing R.R. Tracks

Buffalo, N.Y., Gunnery
Sgt. Bob Lyons, said yesterday he thought the disaster in Lebanon and
Tuesday's invasion of Grenada by Marines and
Army Rangers would have
a chilling effect on enlistments, but the opposite
appeared to be true.
"EVER SINCE the Marines went into Lebanon,
traffic has been up," the
colonel said. "People have
been moving toward a
more patriotic feeling
about our country and our
responsibilities."

Bathurst said in one day
he had 30 to 40 calls from
former Marines wanting to
re-enlist, whereas on a normal day he might get one.
Most veterans are turned
down because age 29 is the
cutoff for enlistments.
On the other hand, two
potential Marines called
the recruiting office on
Chicago's South Side on
Monday to say they had
changed their mind about
signing.
"In this situation,
maybe you can't blame
them," said a spokesman.

Fungus may cause AIDS
duces a substance that is
chemically similar to cyclosporin, a new drug used
to temporarily lower natural resistance in transplant
patients.
Unusual forms of the
fungus, called Thermoascus crustaceus, were found
in the blood of three AIDS
patients by researchers
from the National Institute
of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases in Bethesda, Md.
The work was described in
a letter in last Thursday's
edition of the New England
Journal of Medicine.
AIDS DESTROYS the
body's ability to fight off
disease. No one knows its

HOWARD'S CLUB

MYLES' FLOWERS
D.Q. Building

By the Associated Press
- The din of bombs and
gunfire in Lebanon and
Grenada has sounled a
call to arms for gung-ho
teenagers and former GIs,
who are surprising Marine
recruiters with their fervor
to enlist and Join the fight.

cause, and the fungus is
the latest suspect to be
identified. Many other scientists say they think a
virus is the most likely
culprit.
"Our main interest is to
get this to the scientific
community and let them
take a shot at it," Folks
said. "We have some information that's very encouraging but not solid. We
want to see if other scientists can find the fungus.
We need a lot of rpeople to
be looking for it.'
Ordinarily, Thermoascus crustaceus is found in
plants in many parts of the
world. It grows in warm
places, such as under rot-

ting leaves, and thrives
best at the temperature of
the human body.
UNTIL THE scientists
found the fungus in cultures of the AIDS patients'
blood, it bad never been
known to live inside humans.
CyAIDS causes mild
suppression of immunity in
the test tube. But so far,
the scientists are not sure
what effect it has in the
body.
In their report, the scientists said they found high
levels of CyAIDS in the
blood of four AIDS patients
but not in the blood of normal people.
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Hall available for Parties, Dances,
Dinners, Banquets, etc.
Hall Rental Includes: Decorations,
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and All Clean-Up
Catering also Available
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Rte. 281 Wayne, OH.
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Call Early for Christmas Patty RmamrvmOona.
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jOanke scbon, Pagliais EAST
appa Kappa Gamma proudly
announces their 1983 Fall
Pledge class officers! ! !
President - Cindy Fenstermaker
Vice President - Jill Baucom
Secretary - Jenny Blum
Treasurer - Carol Guzi
Social - Pam Silver
Scholarship - Beth Nordenbrock

for making our
rStararaiisd)
so special !!

CONGRATULATIONS!!
352-0564

1450 E. WOOSTER ST.

CARRY OUT ONLY
1/2 lb. Burger & 1/2 lb Fries
$2.49
& a Large Coke
Full Slab Barbecued Ribs ^QQ
1/2 lb Fries & Large Coke mM9
For one very hungry person or
enough to satisfy two!

CROWD PLEASER!
20 pcs. of Fried Chicken
(5 breasts-5 thighs-5 wings-5 legs)
2 lbs Fries - 4 lg. cokes $9.99
No other (discounts on these
Special Offers
Expires Nov. 6, 1983
^
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"SEXY LEGS CONTEST"
at Uptown
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and a job well done on tuck-ins and
the Jaycees Haunted House.

"We are here to stay.

DON'T MISS THE
"SEXY LEGS"
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THURSDAY OCTOBER
27, 1983
7:00 PM til 9 PM
• PRIZES FOR 1st & 2nd PLACES
• DRINK SPECIALS • $1 COVER
'PROCEEDS TO AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY"
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Grenada invasion raises concern in Nicaragua
MANAGUA, Nicaragua
(AP) - The invasion of
Grenada raises special
concern in Nicaragua,
which the Reagan administration views much as it
did the Caribbean island
nation - a country governed by a leftist regime in
an impoverished region

ripe for revolution.
Daniel Ortega, head of
the three-man Junta that
governs Nicaragua, said
the Grenada invasion and
the Reagan administration's "irresponsible" attitude toward Nicaragua
"can lead to a generalized
war in all Central America."

Nicaragua has long
claimed the United States
plans to invade it, and the
Grenada incursion gives
the Marxist government In
Managua a precedent to
point to. U.S. troops are
already stationed near Nicaragua's borders and
American-backed rebels

attack Nicaragua regularly.
Ortega told 50,000 protesters in Managua Tuesday night that there is
proof of CIA plans to provoke military attacks on
Honduras and Costa Rica,
"with the aim of hfrmipg
them on our country, thus
providing a pretext to un-

dertake a greater aggression against Nicaragua."
THE DEMONSTRATORS had been scheduled
to march past the U.S.
Embassy in Managua, but
that plan was changed, apparently by the government, and instead they
paraded down a street four
blocks away.

Islanders resist; more troops sent
WASHINGTON (AP) The several hundred U.S.
medical students in Grenada, whose safety was a
prime consideration in the
American invasion, are
among thousands of wouldbe doctors who have gone
abroad after being rebuffed at home.
For decades, frustrated
Americans have pursued
their dream of a medical
degree in Guadalajara,
Mexico; Bologna, Italy,
and the Philippines.
But in recent years the
trail has led most often to
the Caribbean, where
schools such as the American-run St. George's University Medical School on
Grenada have sprung up in
recent years. For Americans, they offer one distinct advantage:
instruction in English.
St. George's was
founded in 1977 by Charles
Modica, 36, a Bayshore,
N.Y., lawyer who was himself frustrated in attempts
to gain admission to a U\S.
medical school years ago.
Modica raised $5.5 million

c

normal. These are very
determined young men
and women who really
went through a lot to get a
medical education."
St. George's and rival
Caribbean institutions are
run for profit and are not
accredited by U.S. agencies. They advertise frequently in The New York
Times' Sunday "Week in
Review" section. St.
George's ads boast about
its graduates' record on a
test required of foreign
medical school students
seeking residencies in the
United States - the Educational Commission on Foreign Medical Graduates
test.
T Ray Casterline, vice
president of that Philadelphia-based commission,
said that i.. (82,218 Americans from St. George's
took the tes and 79 oercent, or 173. passed. Only
33 percent of all Americans
and »''ens - 1 took the
toot) *ed.
By ,«.JSL - that test,
Americans and others who
stud" abroad can secure
resiu icies in American

from backers including
physicians whose children
had been rejected by
American schools.
Alvin Bucksbaum, a
North Woodmere. N.Y.,
lawyer and head of the 700family Parents' Network
of St. George's school said
Tuesday, 'Terhaps if the
money that's going into
this action today (the U.S.
invasion) would have gone
into opening doors up for
American boys and girls
statewide, we wouldn't
have to send them to foreign medical schools.
''It's a shame there
aren't enough places for all
those who are determined
to become doctors and
have the ability," said
Bucksbaum, who has a son
enrolled at St. George's,
but who is not on the island. The school's thirdyear students, including
his son, normally take
their clinical studies at
hospitals in the United
States and Great Britain.
"It's been an excelle:..
education...." Bucksbaum
said. "I would hope that
the school goes back to

hospitals. Some Americans also gain transfer into
U.S. institutions as thirdyear students by passing

an exam given by the National Board of Medical
Examiners in Philadelphia.

Nearly 2,000 U.S. troops
landed on Grenada early
Tuesday, along with 300
soldiers from six Caribbean nations. They were
reinforced by 800 more
American paratroopers
yesterday.
Nicaragua's leaders
have been using the perceived threat of an inva-
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McDonald's
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LENSES SALE
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Bring in your soft lenses
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Hallowe'en Night
$25 costume contest,
games and free popcorn^
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las fighting for power in El
Salvador.
The Grenada invasion
appears likely to harden
tne Nicaraguan line
against the United States,
which showed at least
some signs of softening in
July when Ortega outlined
proposals for a negotiated
settlement in a speech.

BARBECUE

VINTAGE FASHIONS
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sion to consolidate their
power, to involve ever
greater segments of the
population in defense
through "popular militias"
and to increase the army
through a controversial
new draft law.
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Muffin
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Join Buck and O'Connor and the McDonald's morningteam for another
exciting Breakfast Club Broadcast from our eampuslocation (1470 E.
Wooster Street (Friday, October 28 from 7-10 a.m.Special events are
planned all morning long so start your day instyle... with Breakfast at
'OlIM'l NCV NCI
McDonald's."
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McDonalds

ASK OUR MANAGER ABOUT OUR
STUDENT BIRTHDAY!
1410 E. WOOSTER STREET
BOWLING OREEN, OH
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Cabinet members raise $$ for Ohio Republicans
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)
-Members of President
Reagan's cabinet apparently will be re-election
surrogates while helping to
raise funds for local ReSublican candidates in
hio.
Samuel Pierce Jr., secretary of the U.S. Depart-

ment of Housing and
Urban Development, visited Columbus yesterday
to appear at a $50-per-person reception sponsored by
the Ohio House Republican
Campaign Committee.
RepTDavid Johnson, RN.Canton, committee
chairman, said the event is
one of a series of six or

eight planned around the
state and that he expects
other Reagan cabinet
members to attend some of
those. He said Labor Secretary Raymond Donovan
and Terrel Bell, secretary
of education, are among
those the committee wants
to line up for events in the
near future.

"We're having these
events for two reasons - to
let people know that we
(House Republicans) are
alive and well, and to try to
raise some money," Johnson said.
Pierce held a news conference as he participated
in an awards ceremony at
the Ohio Theater. The the-

ater is a national historic
landmark which is being
enlarged with the help of a
$2 million grant from
Pierce's department.
Although Reagan has
not formally announced he
will seek a second term,
there seemed no doubt in
Pierce's mind. Asked if he

thought the president was
running, the secretary .responded with a smile:
''Yea, I do."
Reagan has signed a
document authorizing a
committee to work for his
re-election but has reserved the right to make a
formal decision later.

Johnson said the GOP
campaign committee
wants to hold fund raisers
in cities other than Columbus to allow Republican
candidates to share center
stage before their own constituents.
Republicans currently
have 37 members in the

Ohio House compared to 62
Democrats.
They concede it will be
an uphill fight in 1964 to
change those numbers, especially since the Democrat-controlled state
Apportionment Board realigned House districts in
1982, allegedly to the Democrats' advantage.

FCC issues 'ham * reminder Ex-Toledoan invents game
WASHINGTON (AP) The Federal Communications Commission issued a
reminder to broadcasters
Wednesday that they are
not allowed to use amateur
radio frequencies to pose
questions for news-gathering purposes.
The reminder was issued because of the widespread reliance by newsmen on ham radio broadcasts from the island of

Grenada, where U.S. Marines lea an invasion on
Tuesday.

come actively involved in
the amateur transmissions," the FCC said.

According to the FCC,
radio and TV stations are
free to monitor ham radio
broadcasts and also to air
such broadcasts on either a
live or delayed basis.

"That is to say, the
broadcaster may not employ an amateur station as
it would use a reporter or a
translator in order to convey, directly or indirectly,
questions which the broadcast station desires to be
addressed," the FCC said.

"Broadcasters are cautioned, however, that in
covering amateur radio
activity, they must not be-
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"What we're trying to
tell people is that there is a
prohibition on the use of
amateur radio for business
purposes, and news-gathering is a business purpose," said Richard M.
Smith, the chief of the

FCC's Field Operations
Bureau. "The amateur frequencies are reserved for
amateurs and they simply
can't be used for other
purposes. You can't use
amateur radio to conduct
an interview over-the-air."
The FCC also issued an
advisory Wednesday that
so-called third-party transmissions are not permitted
between the United States
and Grenada. A thirdparty transmission try By
third-party transmissions,
the FCC is referring to the
practice of a ham radio
operator relaying a telephone call from a third
person to another ham.

October Special

$3.00
10in. One Item Pizza
Additional
Items 50« ea.

352-5166

203 N. Main'-

Open 4 p.m.

Z7.Z^03*

Expires 10/31/83
-one coupon per pizza

When your folks forgot they already
sent you spending money
"Looks like a Stroh Light night/'

TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) Hank Cartwright's attempt at cracking the
game business looks like
jai alai on wheels, but he
hopes the public likes
Whirly Ball enough to
make his latest enterprise
profitable.
In Whirly Ball, players
scoot around a court in
electric Whirly Bugs,
which resemble dodgem
cars seen at carnivals.
Each player is equipped
with jai alai-style scoops
and plastic whiffle balls.

The object is to outmaneuver an opponent and
toss the balls at a goal.
Cartwrigbt, 44, founded
Whirly Ball International
Inc. of Las Vegas last December. Since then, the
former Toledoan has been
selling franchises. The
eighth Whirly Ball court in
the nation and the first in
the Midwest opened last
week in Toledo.
Whirly Ball was conceived in the 1960s by Stan
Mangum, who saw his son
playing field hockey with a

stick and tin can while
driving an old golf cart.
The father and son team
patented the game and the
Whirly Bug cart, which is
patterned after the familiar bumper car, but powered by ' a low voltage
electric floor. The carts
move between 6 and 8
miles per hour.
A Whirly Ball game lasts
30 minutes and involves
two five-member teams,
and an umpire to keep
score and assess penalty
points for rule infractions.

A game costs $4 per
player.
Whirly Ball is a public
company, with 30 million
shares sold for in cents
each. Securities rearing
of Colorado underwrote the
$3 million offering.
The prospectus describing the stock said Whirly
Ball offers little or no
trademark protection of its
own. and that it is competing for the same recreation
dollars as bowling alleys,
miniature golf facilities
and arcades.

Parents await news of sons
By The Associated Press
For hundreds of parents
awaiting news of their
servicemen sons this week.

the pain of uncertainty has
been immeasurable. But
two families have faced a
double torment - each with

"Iget up early and put
two uniformed sons in hostile lands, one whose fate the TV on, the first thing,"
said Wilcox, of Machias, at
was unknown.
On Maine's rocky coast, the northeastern tip of
Etta Kathleen Wilcoz Maine's coast. "Then I go
knew yesterday that her around the channels. Ifs
son David had been all you can do - or go
wounded in the Marine
Wilcox heard of David's
bombing in Beirut. But
three days after the terror- injuries, reported to inist attack, she still had no clude "fractured ribs and
word of whether David's cuts and stuff," when two
younger brother - also sta- Marines knocked on the
tioned in the Lebanese cap- door of the family home
Monday morning. The 20ital - had survived.
Seven hundred miles year-old corporal was reaway, in rural western ported to be In "stable and
Pennsylvania, Orlando fair" condition, she said.
But authorities had no
and Janice Valore had
learned that their son Ter- word on her W-year-old
rance was also injured in "soiCBurtpti, a" lande'cof-"
Lebanon. But they feared poral whohaa sallW for
that his elder brother was Lebanon from Camp Leheaded for the fighting in jeune, N.C., just two
months ago on the same
Grenada.
"My wounded Marine -if ship as his brother.
it wasn't for unemployThe Marine messengers
ment, he wouldn't be
there," Valore said. "He told Wilcox they hadn't
enlisted because he was been aware that she had
unemployed and the boys another son in Beirut. The
have nowhere to go except next day, she said, she
telephoned U.S. Rep.
the service."
Olympia Snowe's office
"I'VE GOT to go and received assurances
through this whole thing that staffers were trying to
again," Valore said. "I track down Burton.
want my older son out of
Wilcox said she hadn't
there. I feel my family has spoken to David yet, "but
I'd like to."
given enough."

HALLOWEEN COSTUME PART#

AT

MAIN ST.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 29th
CASH AWARDS
* FUNNIEST COSTUME
* SCARIEST COSTUME
* MOST ORIGINAL COSTUME
* BEST DRESSED COUPLE
DRINK SPECIALS SO GREAT YOU'LL
HOWL AT THE MOON!
C
On that rare occasion, when you
find yourself with extra money, treat
yourself and your friends to a night
you'll remember. A Stroh Light night
Stroh Light is the great-tasting beer
that doesn't fill you up.

The truth is, whether you've
gotten surprise money or not, for
great times, Stroh Light is always
a good investment.

"Looks like a
Stroh Light night."

"IN COSTUME OR NOT MAIN ST. THE
PLACE TO BE ON SATURDAY NITE!
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Anglican priest retires, counsels investors
VICTORIA, British Columbia (AP) - The Rev. Tony
RoberU, the chaplain in
the white Cadillac, has retired from the ministry
and is becoming an investment counselor.
"I look upon this change
as a new way to help people," Roberts, 17, who
stopped down as chaplain
at Veteran's Hospital under the compulsory retirement rule, said.

He could have taken a
minor role in the Anglican
Church but decided to follow his second love - making money.
He concedes it's the reverse of the usual trend of
m^Hng your million first
and becoming involved in
spiritual matters later in
life. But Roberts has always been an unusual man
. a minister driving a Cadillac does raise eyebrows.

"It didn't fit the image of
the chaplain," he said.
"I feel that if you truly
believe that getting there
is half the fun then you
should always travel in
style. If I was born 100
years ago, I would have
wanted to buy the best
saddle horse or the best
carriage."
The car fits in neatly
with his new occupation.
He has passed his Ca-

nadian stockbrokers examination for a licence in
his new field.
IT WILL keep him active in retirement, but it
was far from a last-minute
decision for Roberts, who
has been checking stock
prices for seven or eight
years.
"I have done rather well
with my investments and I
am now comfortable."

Ground polluted by waste
HAMILTON, Ohio (AP) Evidence suggests there
may be underground contamination caused by the
Chem-Dyne toxic waste
site, a federal official says.
Donald Bruce, the onsite coordinator for the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency at what has
been called one of the
worst toxic wastes dumps,
said Tuesday that some
underground water contamination had been
found. The last of the
wastes stored at the

closed-down firm should be
removed next week, he
said.
"We are pretty sure
there is extensive soil contamination. It is still a restricted area." Bruce said.
However the dangers of
fire, explosion and air pollution nave been eliminated. The surface cleanup
was made by the O.F.
Materials Co., Findlay,
hired by the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers and the
Bruce said soil, groundwater and Ash samples are

Basket plant
investigated
DRESDEN, Ohio (API An investigator from the
National Labor Relations
Board is expected to visit
Longaberger Inc.'s basket
manufacturing plant
within two weeks to look
into allegations that the
company is conducting a
"psychological terror
campaign."
Jerry Gordon, assistant
to the regional director for
the United Food and Commercial Workers Union,
said Tuesday that the
union asked the NLRB to
probe 15 specific allegations of illegal conduct oy
the company. The charges
were mailed to the NRLB
Monday.
Gordon is heading the
union's organizing effort at
Longaberger. The campaign has reportedly been
in progress the past two
weeks.

being analyzed. He said
well pumping will begin
today to determine the
flow of the groundwater.
BRUCE SAID said a report should be ready in
January on the extent of
the underground pollution.
He said funds are available for the second phase
of the cleanup in the Superfund Hazardous Waste
Trust Fund.
"We want to try to move
as quickly as we can,"
Bruce said.
Bruce indicated that

I

some contamination had
been found in wells up to
300 feet west of the site.
There didn't seem to be
any in test wells near the
Great Miami River. He
also said he didn't believe
there was a threat to the
city's underground water
supply.
Bruce noted that most of
the companies, whose
wastes were dumped at the
site, had paid for their removal. However, Bruce
said those same companies
will also be responsible for
the subsurface cleanup.

THE GREAT AMERICAN SMOKEOUT

His income as an Anglican priest, and later as a
chaplain, would have left
him little for his retirement.
Roberts intends to avoid
the idea that an investor
can find God in the stock
tables but there are some
limited spiritual overtones
in his new activity.
There can be financial
peace of mind, a sense of

security about the future,
he said.
His Wall Street philosophy is similar to his religious viewpoint.
"Start from a firm base.
Anyone planning to invest
should begin with something that is secure. It is
important to be launched
on a winning note."
Obtaining good informa-

CLEVELAND (AP) - A
deportation hearing for
John Demianjuk, who is
accused of being a Nazi
death camp guard, is
scheduled to resume today
before a federal immigration judge.
Demianjuk, 63, a retired
autoworker, lost his citizenship in a 1961 federal
court trial when government lawyers contended
he lied about his past as the
operator of the gas chamber at a concentration
camp.

A native of the Ukraine,
Demjanjuk came to the
United States in 1952 and
became a naturalized citizen in 1958. During his
trial, he contended that he
was in the Red Army during World War n, but was
captured by the Nazis in
Poland and was held as a
prisoner of war during the
time the government alleges he was a death camp
guard known as "Ivan the
Terrible."
Demjanjuk lost aj
at the 6th Circuil VS.

Cancer isonly adisease.

Nov. 17th,
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UNICIPAL COURT'S
IRST FULL-TIME
IUDGE(1977-PRESENT)
KNOW THE LAW. . .FROM A TO Z
(AND SAVE YOUR DOLLARS)
0: SHOPLIFTING CONVICTION.
Prospective employers run record
checks. Few hire thieves.
(Customary sentence: $105 fine, 5 day
suspended Jail sentence, one weekend
economic crime seminar costing $35)
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The Toronto-born Roberts chose a career as a
teacher and got his bachelor of arts degree from the
University of Toronto's
Trinity College by age V.

■

o

Court of Appeals in Cincinnati and the Supreme
Court.
His deportation bearing
began in April but was
postponed in May so that
Demjanjuk's attorney

could file applications to
suspend deportation.
However, he was influenced by professors to
consider a more spiritual
role and became an Anglican priest

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES/FISHERIES . ..

You're Needed
All Over the
World.
Ash Peoce Corps Fishery volunteers why the rural farmers of
Nepol. Zaire and Samoa need them IO help introduce fen pond
management, and harvesting techniques They'll tell you they
ore helping to increase the world's food supply And they'll tell
you they ore helping improve the diets ond Mures o< people in
developing notions Ask them why Peoce Corps is the toughest
job you'll ever love.

SEE What It's Like To Be A Peace
Corps Volunteer. Wednesday, Nov. 2
3:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. Union
Alumni Room. FREE FILM! For more
info call toll free 1-800-521-8686

PEACE CORK

BUTTONS

!

is having a

A PACKAGE FOR THOSE WHO L0YE SKIIH6 of
JUST L0YE A GREAT TIME

includes:
• SKI RENTAL
• LIFT TICKETS (4 days)
• FREE PARTIES
• ACCOMODATIONS AT TIMBER
RUN CONDOMINIUM
• ROUND TRIP MOTOR COACH
TRANS.
• ALL TAXES AND TIPS

Prayer is simply a way of
identifying yourself with
the Creator. It is not a way
to make money or win
games."

THURSDAY October 27'

P: Possessing alcohol In OPEN
CONTAINERS: Legal In the bars, but
Illegal on the streets, sidewalks, and
other public places.
(Customary fine $55)

aid HPEH present:

VACATION IN

'1

HAUNTED
HOUSE
DISCOUNT
COUPON

Pomic.l AdwKllMm.nl, Paid lor by th. R«-«lKt Judge BACHHAN cornmlttM. Jinwt C. Sun, Chr., 1108 Lyn Rd., Bowling
Oman, OH 41402.

"I DO NOT believe in
praying to ask for the
name of a good stock.

Nor is the Lord interested in whether you do
well in the stock market,
which Roberts says requires a down-to-earth approach that includes study
and careful thought.

Deportation hearing resumes

^AMERiCAN CANCER SOCIETY

Dave Longaberger,
company president, was
unavailable for comment
Tuesday. Another company spokesman said
Longaberger Inc. doesn't
want to comment on the
matter until speaking with
its attorneys. The spokesman said, however, that
the majority of Longaberger's employees do not want
a union.
Gordon claims the latest
move by the company was
pressuring workers to sign
petitions saying they are
against the union, and telling them they would be
laid off in November if
they refused to sign.
'This flagrantly illegal
conduct by the company is
only the latest in a series of
scandalous actions which
include threats, interrogations, intimidation, surveillance, discrimination
against union supporters

tion and solid advice is
important, he said, but
added that prayer is not
part of the process.

STEAMBOAT
JAN 8 • JAN 16
S270/person

JACK

COLORADO

DANIEL'S PARTY

Plenty of T-shirts, Trinkets and Fun

HPER CREDIT:
PEG 143 Sect 3078
PEG 243 Sect 3253
SIGN UP NOW IN
UAO OFFICE or
call 372-2343 or
372-2876 for
more information

Rock and Dance Tonight with
A/AWAT
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BG's soccer team
shuts out CSCI, 2-0
by Steve Qulnn
sports reporter

If there is anyone who doubts the
ilidity of Bowling Green's soccer
team being one of the best teams in
the nation, then put your doubts to
rest
BG defeated Cleveland State yesterday for the first time in eight
years, M, and proved to the pre-seaison nationally ranked team why the
Falcons deserve the number IS position in the nation's top 20. Just like
many of the other victories this season, the Falcons have rewritten a few
BG records and tied a few more.
Records broken were most goals
scored by a BG team in a season (56)
and Kim Bucher shattered Joe
Koury's record of most shutouts in a
season with 10. Both of these old
records were set lust last year.
Bucher was quick to share his record with the defense.
"My role today was very limited,"
Bucher said. "A lot of the credit goes
to the defense, especially Pat Kenney.
He shut down a potential all-american."
RECORDS TIED IN yesterday's
i match were most shutouts by a BG
■ team In a season (10) and consecutive
: match scoring by tallying 18 consec; utive matches over two seasons. The
shutout record was also set last year
when Bucher and Koury combined
efforts to set this mark.
Despite all the success the Falcons

Ridgway drafted in
third by Americans

had on the field, the Vikings made BG
work for everything they earned.
Junior co-captain Pat Kenney went
the full ninety minutes covering 1981
all-american Ali Kazemaini. Yesterday, Kazamaini was picked in the
first round of the Major Indoor Soccer
League draft by the Cleveland Force
and is again an all-american canidate.
"He (Kazemaini) is real good when
be has the ball and the space," Kenney said. "Between Joey (Barros)
and I. we shut his space down. We
talked about how we were going to
play him. I would front him and Joe
would back him. We really did not
S've him much of a chance because
e offense held the ball most of the
game."
"He (Kenney) did an outstanding
job," BG coach Gary Palmisano said.
''Jerry Yeagley (Indiana coach) has
been quoted twice about his defender
(Joe Schmid) as being the best defender in the nation. I will put Pat
against any defender in the nation.
Kazamaini did not even get close
KENNY AND BARROS permitted
Kazemaini to get off only two shots on
goal for the entire match to give him
his second consecutive scoreless effort.
Combining with the strong defense
was the offensive performance of
sophomore Mark Jackson. Jackson
had both Falcon goals on the day,

photo/Jeff Han
Bowling Green's Bart Markel (13) prevents Cleveland State's fullback Mike
Papadopoulas (17) from advancing the ball in yesterday's match against the
Vikings.

see soccm page 12

by Steve Qulnn
sports reporter

only the second junior to serve as a
BG captain.

Bowling Green soccer player Neil
Ridgway was selected in the third
round of the Major Indoor Soccer
League ameteur draft yesterday by
the Memphis Americans.
Ridgway, a 1982 all-Araerican,
found out the good news from BG
coach Gary Palmisano shortly after
the Falcons defeated Cleveland State
2-0 at Mickey Cochrane Field. He was
the second player drafted by the
Americans because they did not have
a first round choice.
"It is really nice," Ridgway said.
"It is pretty much a surprise. That
makes two great things that have
happened today. This really makes
my day. It makes my year."
SINCE HIS FRESHMAN year at
BG things have only improved for
Ridgway. Consider the following:
• After scoring just seven points
with three goals and one assist as a
freshman, Ridgway quadrupled his
scoring output in his sophomore year
by collecting 29 points with 12 goals
and five assists. The strong sophomore season resulted in many honors
for Ridgway including second team
all-Mideast, all-Ohio and recipient of
the Hodge Family Scholarship for
being the oustanding upperclassman.
Finally he was elected co-captain by
his teammates for his junior year,

• Ridgway bettered his sophomore
year with 30 points while breaking
four BG records in the process. He
also was a repeat selection for allMideast and all-Ohio and added allAmerica and the Carl Dale Award
(outstanding defensive player in the
state) to his list of accomplishments.
For the second consecutive season
Ridgway was elected co-captain.
• The second-year captain wasted
little time in picking up where he left
off from his junior year. Ridgway
broke two more records and continues
to build on the records he set in his
junior year. He already has 29 points
with four matches remaining this
year and he does not plan on quitting.

Harriers, spikers compete

Help
You Decide
What to be for
HALLOWEEN
Tomorrow's
BG News

Bowling Green's volleyball team was defeated by
Cleveland State in a fourgame match in Cleveland
Tuesday night.
The Lady spikers lost the
match 15-5,9-15,15-11, and
16-14.
The spikers are now 7-17
and 1-9 in the Mid-American Conference.
BG will host the tough
Ball State squad Friday at
7:00 p.m. and Miami at
10:30 a.m. Saturday in Anderson Arena.
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BET THE MOST
FROM YOUR COLLEGE YEARS.. \

ftfff

MINI-COURSE

{MIXOLOGY • AEROBICS* JUGGLING • GUITARj
LIVING, LOVING, LEARNING • ADVANCED
HXOLOGV NEEDLE CRAFTS JAZZ
! EXERCISE • FIRST AID • MORE!
SI6H UP HOW UHTIL 0CT 28
iH OHO OFFICE
PMYMHT UF0H SIBH-UP

BO't LARGEST AND
12953 KRAMER RO.

IMPORT FACILITY'

-■.«.-

call t*4ay

352-7031

Ridgway is the first BG player to be
selected since Jim House got drafted
by the Cleveland Force in 1981. He
will be receiving an offical letter
notifying him of the draft and telling
him when the tryouts will take place.
see HUL page 11

TAKE A DAY OFF FROM SMOKING
NOVEMBER 17,1983

Something

Foi

Everyont

SPECIAL PROGRAMS
Session III - Spaces Still Available:
Fit For All Aerobics ($5)

—

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
o WE HAVE THE CURE!

MOST COMPLETE

Bowling Green's men's of 24:25 over the five-mile
cross country team fin- course.
Beattie was followed by
ished fifth of 15 teams in
the Central Collegiate Con- Tim Brennan, (22nd in
ference Championships 24:26); Dan Gruneisen,
last weekend, held at Illi- (33rd in 24:39); Doug HoJrefe, (37th in24:41): and
nois State in Normal, 111.
eff Boutelle, (39th
The Falcons, with 151 in24:43).
points, finished behind
champion Wisconsin (25
The Falcons are now
points), Purdue (94), Mar- preparing for the Midquette (108) and Illinois American Conference
Championship to be held
State (125).
Dave Beattie was the Saturday at Ball State in
Falcons' top finisher in Muncie, Ind. The race be20th place, with a clocking gins at 11 a.m.

"I WANT TO GO as far as I can
with the team," Ridgway said. "I
want to keep on winning. It would be
nice to get an NCAA bid. That would
be a perfect way to end a career.
Right now I just have to put this in the
back of my mind."

• HAVE FUN!
• MEET NEW PEOPLE!
• LEARN SOMETHING NEW!

M-W
M-W
T-R

4:00
7:00
5:15

Slimnastics (5$)
M-W
T-R
T-R

12:10
12:10
7:00

Register in the
SRC Office any
time M-F 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Don't Miss
Fitness at Five (5:15)
Every Friday!!!

Select-a-Sport Free, Drop In!
Sqi ash
Oct. 24-27
4:00 p.m.
Bauminton
Oct. 31-Nov. 3
7:00 p.m.
Platform Tennis
Nov. 28-Dec. 1
4:00 p.m.
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WARREN LOTZ

ENVIRONMENTAL INTEREST GROUP

Presents
"A Super NATURAL Experience"
Outdoor Awareness DayWood County Home Grounds Museum
Sat., Oct. 29 10-3 p.m.
• Demonstrations, Trail Hikes, Speakers
Bring A Sack Lunch
Warren Lotz
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WINTHROP
TERRACE APTS.
^OneanaiwoBedrooTi^ptsT
FURNISHED & UNFURNISHED
• We pay heat, CABLE, water, and trash pick-up!
For a good place to live

SEE US TODAY
•
OFFICE AT 400 NAPOLEON RD.
Hours 9-5 M-F
Evening by Appointment
352-9135

|D

To Be Your Really
Full Time Judge.
Paid for by Lot* for Judg« Commttt**: Joyc* lot!. Tr«of 318
N. Mam St. Bowling Gf««n OH 43407
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Student competes
in N.Y. Marathon
By Karl Smith
sports reporter

Hud work with the Bowling Green
cross country team paid off for Steve
Shunck on Sunday when he participated for the second time in the New
York City Marathon. Shunck was
among 17,156 runners, which makes
the race the world's largest, and the
sophomore finished 257th.
Shunck said that he was unsure if
he would enter this year's race until
last Thursday. "I was waiting for one
of my friends to get accepted,"
Shunck said. "Then I called them up
and they said that they would be
happy to let me run."
With such short notice, he obviously
didn't have time to prepare for the
grueling 26 mile, 385 yard course.
Although his cross country workouts
rarely surpassed ten miles, Shunck
points to them as his key to success.
"I've been the eleventh or twelfth
man for the cross country team this
year." Shunck said, "and I thought I
was in pretty good shape."

photo/news sefvce

Neil Ridgway

THE GREAT DIFFERENCE in
distance between marathons and
cross country made it neccessary for
Shunck to change his strategy. Also
affecting his strategy was the steady
rain and the cold.
"I Just wanted to run my miles as
even as possible," Shunck said. "I

didn't want to come out like a crazy
man and sprint out to the lead."
Shunck held true to his plan for the
first twenty miles or so, keeping very
close to 5:52 per mile until the final
three miles when the cold and rain
took their toll and he hit the dreaded
"runners' wall."
"I just tried to stay relaxed, but
after the first twenty miles, the cold
started to affect me, he said. "Also,
the last part of the race was run
through Central Park and there are a
lot more hills there than the rest of the
course."
DESPITE THESE setbacks,
Shunck managed to improve over his
time of last year. A big help were the
fans, who numbered over two million
despite the adverse conditions.
''Thepeople were great," Shunck
said. "They sept encouraging me and
saying 'you're gonna finish'. I've run
In the Boston Marathon and the
crowds here in New York are definitely the best around."
Although he is unsure, at the moment, if he will continue to run marathons he says "every time you run a
marathon, you swear to yourself that
you'll never run another one. But,
after a while, you tell yourself that
you can improve your time. That's
what keeps me going."

NEIL_
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Steve Shunck
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After becoming familiar
with collegiate soccer,
Ridgway will be faced with
new situations in Memphis. He will be playing on
artifical turf and the indoor version of soccer is
considered to be faster
than outdoor. He will also
have to convince coach
Kyle Rote Jr., former
North American Soccer
League player, that he is
professional material.
RIDGWAY ADMITTED
it will not be easy just
moving right in.
"Getting drafted is the
easy part, Ridgway said.

og news slofl/JamesVouli

"Making it is the hard
part. Everything has got to
come together the day or
days of the try out."
When the word was released Palmisano and teammates shared the allAmerican's good fortune.
"It is a just reward for a
lot of hard work," Palmisano said. "They (Memphis) have a very good
franchise."
"He is a real good play
maker," BG goalkeeper
Kim Bucher said. "I am
real happy for him."

Mayor Bel lard
Cares
About BGSU &
BGSU Students

Mayor Ballard taught Omars Education batora bacoming our Mayor

Mayor Bollard has appointed
BGSU Students and Faculty:
-Housing Commission
-Bicycle Safety Commission
-Human Relations Commission
-Litter Control Board
-Parks and Recreation Board
■Board off Public Utilities
•Tree Commission
rd Of Zoning Appeals

.

'We Can't Afford Not To."

DEMOCRAT

Address: 1080 S. Main St.

Phone: 354-3966
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BG has rollerskating champ
by Carl LM Clfanl
Sports reporter

While roost University students
were attending classes last week,
Snior Tina Kneisley was in Fort
orth, Texas, winning the Ladies'
Freestyle World Roller Skating
Championship.
A veteran of national and world
championships, Kneisley has been a
World Team member for six years,
both as a singles and pairs competitor.
Last year, Kneisley won the World
Pairs title with her partner, Paul
Price. This year she was just glad to
be at the World Championship since
she missed making the team as a
singles' competitor last year. At the
Nationals this year, Kneisley placed
third.
"I was relieved to get on the team

this year," she said. "There's more
pressure on the skaters at Nationals."
SHE EXPLAINED that at the
World Championship, the skaters
really have nothing to lose, because a
skater automatically qualifies for the
Championship by making the national
squad.
At the Will Rogers Coliseum in Fort
Worth, the competition started out
well for Kneisley. She easily won the
short program portion of the competition.
"I had a pretty good lead going into
the long program, Kneisley said. "I
was super-pleased with my performance.
The long program, the final part of
the competition, proved to be a little
more difficult for Kneisley.
"It took me the whole first part of
the program to get the jitters out,"
she said. "The second half of the

program was pretty good."
Although Kneisley won the competition, she said she was "less satisfied, mostly because I didn't do my
very best. I would rather win when
everyone else skated super."
Kneisley trains in Toledo at Ohio
Skate-Maumee which is owned by her
three-year coach, Peggy Yambor.
Kneisley has roller skated since she
was six years old.
Tim Abell, a former coach from
Chicago, now choreographs Kneisley's programs. Work on new programs begins around December for a
competition similar to the World
Championships, and after they have
one part together they "try to perfect
each part,''Kneisley said.

"I don't psyche myself up," she
said. "It's just a matter of going out
and skating my best."
She did say that she "prefers to get
the triples (jumps) out of the way
early in the program. One of her
favorite moves, though, is a heel spin,
in which the skater spins on the back
two wheels of the roller skates.

Longsworth Jackson also beat out
Viking defenders Ellery Joyeau and
Lester Charles.
Jackson put the insurance goal with
9:25 remaining in the match. Neil
Ridgway gave the ball to Dennis
Wesley on a throw-in and Wesley
centerd the ball to the sophomore and
watched Jackson score his second
goal of the day.
Jackson forced Longsworth to
come out of the net because he was

the only defender left to stop the ball,
but Jackson flicked the ball over
Longsworth and followed the ball
before putting the match on ice for the
Falcons.
"Mark's goal was a tremendous
individual effort," Palmisano said.
"He has been struggling within himself this season. Some of his shots
have hit every part of the crossbar.
"This win says a lot for our team.
When Dennis (BG's leading scorer)

got the ball there was five or six
people around him. We were able to
go to other players for scoring. We
shut down Kazemaini and CSU did not
go to anyone else."

What's in the future for this World
Champion?
Kneisley said she will compete for a
few more years, but right now she is
already looking toward next season's
competitions. Competitions start
again in June, and Kneisley will be
training for the Nationals and to defend her present World title.
Getting ready for next year, KneisKNEISLEY HAS no secret formula ley said, "I'd like to have my triples
for her success, except for hard work more consistent and find good music
for my long program."
and dedication.

SOCCER_
. . .from page 10
giving him six goals accompaning six
assist for a season total of 18 points.
He only needs two more points to
better last year's output of 19.
After a scoreless opening half Jackson's first goal came with 19:42 expired in th second half. Barros, who
received the assist, shuffled a pass to
Jackson before he took the ball over
half the distance of the field and put
the it past CSU goalkeeper Jay
Longsworth. Before confronting
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Ebs 1 Keels It s about time you two
made it offlcasi Congrats on your
engagement and the beat of luck
always! Lotsa Love-Lisa (as** the 7th
room***!)

Attention Den Uinn: Congratulations OK finishing In the top three
percent (In the nation!) on your
LtATI Great Job Dan. How's the
celebration going-" The brothers ol
Home Phi tpaHon.

ELECT
SHEtLAH FULTON
To BO.
COONCIl-AT-LAROE
Paid for by commtttae to
Elect Shaaah Fulton Cound-at Large
David Fulton. Treasurer
515 Lorra-ne. BG 43402

CtaNited urn an 45' pa* krw tl.lf minimum SOLD TYPf SO* •■*• par ad
ApproumaMfy 26 lo 30 apacaa par kna
1 « 1 ONLY ' hna majomum (4 00 par *taarnor>
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ONCf for haa and al ragriar maa tharaaAar
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daadtoa lor *a Tuaaday adman
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CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
Caiabrata Austria'a National
HoaOay (26 Oktober) al the German
Club Stammhach tonight at 9 pm.
Pagia.sEat

Ride wanted to SprhgAeld. W-rten
burg for Frl 10/28. 372-5931, Jeff
WH hatp with gas.

SERVICES OFFERED

Choice (Gay student Union) meet at
7 45 lomght at St Thomas Moore.
then it's oM to wmteroarden lodge Al
welcome to attend Bnng a friend.
The choice is yours
interested in being a more effective
parent? Come to the parent effective
neaa training workshop tonight from 6
to 8 30 Rm 102 HOme E Presented by Home Ec 421. Section
No 1921. Parent EducationMarketing Association « hosting a
hatooaan hayride on Friday. October
28 from 9 00 pm-100 am at
Snyders Farm (On East Wooater.
past 1-75 Exit, 1st farm on the right)
RWea w* be avaaabte from the union
at 8:30 p.m. Refreshments wfl be
provided
Spentah convertaiton hour Thurseay. 1:00, Myte'a Pine.
There wM be an aitemational Reta
Bone Association meeting today at
5:30 in 200 Moeefy Future lectures
wl be discussed Everyone (s welcome
Toaht Reegon and Friends m concert
Fh Oct. 28 at 8 p m Amani Room
Free
TOUR CANOES
Preview day Is Sat. Guidea and Vc*
unteers report at 9 30 a m

LOST AND FOUND
LOST Orsng* BGSU kaychan Has
lour keys on it Reward' Please cal

352-3090
Found Umbra** at the hockey game
Sal night Identity. 2 3213

Sign up now for
Phi Kappa Phi's
arm wreetang and
batards tourneys'

TYPING
Dasartatlona. ttvssa etc.
382-0838 or 372-2281
Expert Typing
Reasonable Rates
Cal 352 7305 after 5 30pm

3 need nde to/from O U this Fn or
Sat Wl help w/gas $ Cal Sneryi352-7857
Fade needed lo MHon/Jackaon Ml
area (or even Ann Arc*) tor Wknd
Nov 4 6 Wl help w/ gas Cal Kna
352-7218
Ride lor two needed to O U
HALLOWEEN WEEKEND cal 352
5881 or 352-0439

1
5
9
13
14
15
16
19
20
21
22
23
28
32
33
35
36
40
41
42
41
45
48
49
50
53
59

ACROSS
A slight breeze
Tennyson poem
Musical treat
Musical treat
Smirchy
Sphere of work
Hidden danger
ola kind
Strengths
Carries on
Sault
Marie
Sonny
Mender
Seaport ol
south Ukraine
S. Gardner
Fledgling's abode
Certain dance
Precipitate
Egyptian ophidian
Records
BidsP.'AAk wit* man
Suburban sight,

College climber
Lubricate
Belfry
Antipodes
Hunter vs. hunted
ploy
61 Impersonated

62
S3
64
65
66

EMM. wi you go to Chicago with me?
Bob

Attn To whom It may concern.
RegarrJng the ad wtsch apeared on
Oct 21. in wtsch NUNZIO DIVIESTE
was ratorrad to aa a 'pig' This was
simply a joke and In no way reflects
hat true moral character We sincerely hope you accept our apology
Mom the bottom of our hearts Love,
LatylMelsa

Greek Service Week sponsoring
BG's "SEXY LEGS'' at IJphvon tomghtt 7-9 pm $1 00 cover t
prtioa'1 Don'l miaa it

Find HAPPINESS S help the freshman of BGSU 8* an Orientation
Leader ApptcUon* airelatila Oct
19-27 In 405 Student Services

GREEK NTTE IS BACK 11
EVERY HON. SPM-CIOSE
BAM B'BII 107 8TATE IT.

Typsvj-kiw rales Check out our proteaalonaly typed and written reeumes

too 352-5787

HaaOween Cards
Jeans N' Things
531 RlrJo*
Haunted House
Oct 28. 29. 31 7-rnldnrte
Old Kroger store N. Mam
Have a case of the enjoys
Happy Hour' Everyday 4 9 pm
Downtown St Paul Get

Check ua for tow
sHfc ■craenlnrj prices.
Jeans N' Thrnga. Sit Ridge SL

For mose special events or for NO
OCCASSON Order a paraonabed
sin caka and have it delivered1
Baked Freeh and decorated to order
Heaum-tlad batoone al varieties
and sues add that extra touch to
make a vary spec* impression
Larger cakes also avaaabte Bouquets
or osaoons alao evelebte-no mintmum.
Bake a Cake 4 Beaoon Oekvery

HEY ROOMMATES M THE HAND
ROOM. BEWARE OF THIS WEEKEND, I AM ON A RAMPAGE. LOVE
PITTS.

CongratutaHona New Gamma Phi officer*. Kan Hughes-Membership. Jennifer Soutfh-asst membership. Paulo
Johnson- Pledge trainee and Marian
Marcha-noAaat pledge trainer! We
know youl do a lantasbc job. Love
the Gamma Ptsa

RUSHZBT
TUES. t THURS. 7:30
BE THEREIII

JANtEL, I'M SO HAPPY THAT YOUR
MY MY ROOMMATE. WEREN'T WE
LUCKY WE CHOSE TO BET I'M SO
GLAD YOU CHANOEO TO PREMEDI I KNOW YOU'LL BE A FANTASTIC DOCTOR. IS THE WORLD
READY FOR A DYNAMIC DOCTOR—LAWYER TEAM. HERE'S TO
ALL THE QOOO TIMES AT 8 0
WE'LL PRETEND WE'VE HAD AND
THE EVEN BETTER ONES TO
COME DOREEN

■SP*""David Ssrachene.
The word Is out!!
Happy Blrthd.,!
(You ladles man. youl)
eVwloShrn

PERSONALS

Don't forget'
Today is the last day lo pick up
Orientatton Leader applications
A eMili in 405 Student Services

OOLLFACE
Thanks tor the good times, gat your
act together and they arl continue1"
MATM.DA.
ALPHA QAM PLEOOES.
KEEP UP THE GREAT WORKI WE
TWHeS YOUR THE BEST. LOVE
YOUR ALPHA QAM SBTPtt.
Alpha Phi'e-We want everyone to
know thai WE LOVE OUR HOUSE!'
Thanks lor ivxjerstsnovxj Our temporary maBrsty Wal mlaa you oodles
next yaw. UTB-Cartene and Ease.

Idle
33 Across, lor one
Pet, pen or stage
Bug
Powerful parson

24
25
26
27
29

Jessica, (alias Cooay)
Lime slater, I |uat wanted you lo know
on parent's day at G-Burg my
•noughts are with you Your* the
greatest' I love and miss you very
much Take Car* ZOOM Al my lev*.
Amy.

Sign up now for
Pi Kappa Phi's
armwreerang and
baswrja tourneys

Removo. In I way
Petticoats
Breaks bread
Catnaps
Harriet Beecher i

DOWN
i Stinger
2 River ol
central Italy
3 Decree
4 Relaxes briefly
5 Type ol skirt
6 Game
contribution
7 Exclamations
8 Eosln
9 Celebration
. special
10 Seaport ol
Algeria
11 Qumilrrnti
for one
14 Kitchen tool
17 Within: Comb.
form
18 Categorized
22 Cut ol meat
23 Showed the tape
again

55 Twenty four
carat
56 Indian ol
Naw Mexico
57 Austen novel
58 Foreteller
60 Ill-defined

t

I

■

4

JB Ox*eriawa»-Corigralu)attone on
your engagement to Mark Best
vy-ehes Btondw. Flo. 4 Betsy

1

I

7

1

I

ii

II

IT "
H

"

KAPPA SKI'S SAY THIS WEEK IS
BOWLING OREEN OLYMPIAN
WEEK'
KeetyDruger,
On your face the 'gleam of toy*'
could be found, ss the light I times
was passed around. Congratulations on your PM Mu-Slg Ep engagement IB Hike Evarty. We're
very happy tor youl Love your alsters of PM Mu.
LERYou'l always be my foremoet dream.
I'm losing you; Inside I scream
I try not to fight: II let you go
It's the only way tor you to know
Can wa be strong? Can love be true?
Don't lei me that we're forever
through.
I may somebmea push, but I'l never
ahova.
rl win you back, renew your love
UL' KD JAMsE (PATTY)
EVENTHOUOH YOU EMOEO UP
WITH EVERYONE ELSE'S YARN
EXCEPT YOU OWN. AND YOU FINISHED LAST-THATS ALFHOHT BECAUSE WE BOTH KNOW THAT THE
BEST IB ALWAYS SAVED FOR
LAST. YOU DEFINtTELY ARE THE
BESTI I'M SO EXCITED THAT YOUR
MY UTTLE. YOUR GREAT! P.8. IT
WAS FUN SEEING YOU LAST FN.
LOVE M AOT-WHATEVEP, THAT
MEANS.
YOUR BSO. OOHEEN.
UL' KELU NOLAN
JUST WANTED TO TELL YU HOW
PROUD I AM OF YU AND GLAD
THAT YOU'RE MY UTTLE1 I LOOK
FORWARD TO SOME GREAT
TIMES LOVE YOUR BIG

UeaH
From me to you, I hop* your 21st
birthday la the BEST Love, your age
ok) Wand, Chart.
UTTLE KOHEY KERSCHER I LOVE
MY UTTLEi WHAT A WONDERFUL
FAMA.Y WE MAKE YOU ARE THE
GREATEST!! LOVE. JEAN.
CABOLYN FENTON
Bring Ova ad n and gel
1 tree order fresh potato sluns
w/ meaed butter A bacon bits
at LK-1450 E Wooater SI
No strmge-Expires 11/3/83
10 required

Mess** Fnrae-Congrats on bang
named to the lasconette Squad. W*
are so proud of you. DZ love, your
setter.
Morning donut and rol oatvery available from the Getaway. 998 S Mem.
352-4182.

it

bg news slarl/Cori Lee Cifani

Tina Kneisley

Need en Interesting elective?
Or • class for PEG Credit?
Then late Sidewalk Climbing 101
Reglstsr lonlghl at th*
TKE House
from 7:30-8:30

ODK-NATIONAL LEADERSHIP
HONORARY. APPUCATIONS-110
ADMIN
BLDG, 425 STUDENT
SERVICES DEADLINE OCT 30th
APPLY NOW
DONT FORGETIH
Today la the last day to pick up
Onematton Leader appacahons
Available in 405 Student Services
P*C*V.
Have tun this weekend We'l think
about you Saturday Be ready lot B
day whan you gat back. Love. Laur*.
UaaaChori.
PHI PSI PIWE i'
PHI PSI PRIDE!'
PHI PSI PRIDE"

THURSDAY OCTOBER 27
Funeral services tor the late 'chip*,
the central mien chlppew*. wi be
haa) Thursday night starting at 8.18.
Look tor the funeral proceeaion which
wi be lead by Freddy and Frieda
Falcon, the Band, and Padears
Come out and (oin them aa they pass
by your dorm*. A pap reJy wl rO*ow
th* march n wi be al the student
union oval Sponsored by Kappa
Sigma.
TO OUR KD BIG S ANNE AND DANA:
ROSES ARE RED
VIOLETS ARE BLUE
EVEN THOUGH YOU LED
WE STIL LOVE YOUI
YOUR UL'S JAMEAN ANO ANNETTE
TO THE DEE GEE DATE DODGERS:
KRISTEN MASON, AMY MoFAHLANO, THANKS FOR THE MEMORIES. WE HAD A BETTER TMsC
WITHOUT YOU. HEY MICHELLE
MtDDLETON. THE MAGICIAN, MCI
DISAPPEARING ACT. FUTURE
DATES BEWARE. BRIAN GERALD
SCOTT.
Greek Service Weak sponsoring
BG's "SEXY LEGS" at Uptwon lo
night! 7-9 pm SI 00 cover *
pru.se" Don'l maa it

PI Kappa PN "PUSH Week 83
Play Unas for the severely
handicapped won't you help
ua give the Itanoscappad a
PUSH?'

WFAl congratulates floor wars wtnneri 4th Lowry and 2nd TreedwayI
Your mega reoueata won yaw •
WFAL sponsored party.

"PUSH
WEEK" Arm-wrestsng
Mon.. Oct 31. 7:30 pm - Mid Am
Rm • Bated Thura., Nov 3. Student
Union Don't mlaa your chance lo win
extra spaces' prizes donated Irom
Frank Sams ■ TV and Applances

RUSHZBT
TUES. * THURS. 7:10
BE THEREIII

RUSHZBT
TUES. « THURS. 7:30
BE THEREIII
RAOQUETBALL CLUB DUES SS
KADUNENOV 11 SEND CHECKS
TO BtLL MCCARTHY RM 824 OF
FENHAUER WEST CHECKS PAYABLE BGSU RACOUETBALL CLUB
Ruesell'a Sweate-SIO.60. Rac Center Pro Shop.

Over 11,000.000 dollars
In scholarship money goes
remerded each year. Why be leh]
out? Sand 110 tor appllcatJon
Scholarship Research
505 Jefterson
Toledo, OH 43*04

Sig Ep* Hop* you axed the sprit
raid. Gat psyched tor Haunted
House Love. The Golden Heart
Pledges
TUESDAY IS SAM B'S T-SHIRT
DAYI T-SHIRTS ON SALE 13.00
EACH AIL DAY. EVERY TUES. IN
SAM B'S BAA
The Da* Gee's proudry announce
the. naw 1983 Anchorman MIKE
CLEARY We kna you Mike, oh ye*
a* do... .1

Woodstock
I've never been ludnapped before-■
Had a greal time though! Thank* lor
your liiendsrxp Love. B squared

Your* invited UPTOWN-Heloweon
Nile' S25 costume contest, free
popcorn, gam— 8 pttt—I
COLLEGE SWEATSHaTTS' Harvard
(grey) - Yaks (whit*) - Princeton
(navy) > Dartmouth (kefy) - Norm
Carotna light Hue) - USC (white) omers $14 00 each postpaid Sand
check to LMg. Box 317. Brookh*
van. MS 39601. COO order* cal t
601-835-1086.
Do you need neb with gee money?
Driving somewhere this w**Kand and
need nders? Cal USG DIAL—A—
RIDE 372 0324 11 30 am - 3 30
pm Mon -Frt.

CINEMA I & 2
iT^

Thurs:
PSYCHO
8:00 p.m.

Garage Sale
801 8th Street
Wed-Ftl 9-5
Can also cal 362-2818. furniture,
typewriter, rol away, new backgammon games: al sires Irom $10 00

FRIDAY • SATURDAY
ONLY
$1.50

£

£«GoUi

VOODY ALLEN
MIAFAMOW

r1

41

■
U

•

u

■1

LVcNo

!
"

•1.50 w/ID

■ ■ ■ ■■ ■

O aaO

AT 7:30 & 9:00 j_
GREAT ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ONE LOW
PRICE ONLY $1:00-

IN LONDON
8:30. 10:15.
MID
(MAIN AUOtTO«"JM

Z;]jg

IHI N|W YC«J>>BMfl

WEREWOLF

hi

4

Hi: IIAIII.JU

AT 7 30 &
930

NEED 4th lem 10 li 2 bdrm apt 2nd
earn 100 00 mo (elate 352-8228

HELP WANTED
MODELS are needed to advertise the
Mae! fashion* & cosmetics, experi
•need or wl train Write (include
photo* 8 resumel Mr Nicholas Boa
'8801. Toledo. OH 43623
Overseas Jobs- Summer/Year round
Europe. S Amor, AustraiM. Asia Al
Fields $500-1200 monthly Sight
aeeexj Free Into Write UC Box 52
OH-/ Corona Pat Mar. CA 92828
Part-time cook weekend cay* only
Apply In parson Thura. & Frl 9-7 p m.
Clock Restaurant 412 E Wooalar
930 cases? Retabks sKtor needed
7:1S • 8:46 am. weekdays for 1
grade schooler on S
Main St
$1 75/hr 382-8304. 6-9 p m
JOBS OVERSEAS M/F (trxdudtig
Auatras*. South Pacific. Europe. Aides. Alaska. Crukw Ships, AHrsM).
Al OccupBtlons Temporary and Ful
Tim* $20,000 to $60,000 Cal
Now! 208-736-6103 EXT 146
Campus recreeentative to handle our
Spring Break '84 program to Oaytona
Beach Earn commission, ha* trips
w/bonus Incentive programs. Cal 1800535-4400 for more info
TALENTED SINOERS NEEDED
MAKE APPROX. StOrHour. CALL
I 354-122*.
Tech Witling Grad Student needs
peg** of text Inlended lor publication
to Eon Free ( confidential Ca| 3526312
Earn doaars seang Avon Product*.
For more nforrrietion please cal
Phyaa at 362-5833

FOR SALE

THURSDAY STUDENT*
WITH VALID ID
ONLY $1.00

Fri and Sat:
AN
AMERICAN

ATTENTION: F RMTE" Need s place
to Ive spring semester? A one room
apartniant for rant real close to campus' Cheap Cheap Cheep Cheap
Cal now before its too kite 354
1243

knprov* Confidence with Itypnoaf*
382-8777
SPAGHETTI DtNNER-ALL YOU
CAN EAT-PtvGamma Delta (Furs)
* spensortng a spaghetti dinner on
Sunday. October 30th Irom 1-6 pm
at St Thome* Moor* Auditorium
Adults $3 50: Students $3.00: children age* 7-12 $1.26 amd under 8
Ira*. For more InfonranTon. cal Robert Cacclmeeo, 352-3784

CTEEPSTOW EL

*

WANTED

i wanted to play rook end
naw wave, oat 362-4391 after 5 and
leave maasag*

The Most Fun you'll Ever
Have BEING SCARED:

FREE

Make your reeervattone today for
SUNDANCE'S naw upelairs Book
your Chralmes parties now. Cal
352-1092 for reservations

Need a ride somawhere IN* w***and? Cal UBO DtAL-A-RWC 3720324 11:30 am - 3:30 pm. MonFrl

MIDNITE SHOW

GISH THEATRE

F'

u
u

U

JOHN SWANSINOER. HAPPY 21 at
MTMOAYIII Your finally the big
21. Have a good one!! let, Kim, lu

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

u
a

30 More like
43 Across
31 Fsalurssol
churches
34 Rough tool
it
37 Like hooves
38 Ventilated
39 From dawn to
dusk
44 Outpour ol a kind
46 Shelter lor a
sheldrake
47 Well-to-do,
In Paris
4
50 Examine
51 Hemingway.
to some
B.0 P.II ni nnaain
53 Bu* beginning 1

the best You've added something
very specie! to my We. Let's keep a
greet thmg gotogl Lore, Amy.

Llss Hughes
5:30 be ready
IT'S BIRTHDAY T1MEI

HOLIDAY INN"••MTV
HAPPY HOUR
ALL DAY ALL NIGHT
ALL THE TIME!

Congratulations to Mike Eberty and
Kasty Krueoer on their Slg Ep-Phl
Mu anaagaraanL You didn't surprise ual The Brothers of Sigma Phi

352-0823
TYPING- ALL SORTS Cal cotact
278-3978

AT

Guys Lee Jean Jackets
Al size* back In stock
Plus Gats
Jeans N' Thugs
531 Fudge

BGSU SPANISH CLUB PRESENTS:
-Una FIESTA para rjatrazarse y Over•
-Brae*. A dress up and have a good
ama COSTUME PARTY. Oct 29 800 pm Everyone invited
For tickets: 245 Shatzel Hal
12 30- 2 30MWF 11 00- 1 00 TR
or cal Peggy or Coeeen 352-0278

15.00 STYLE SPECIAL AT THE FALCON CUPPER 3524200 EXPIRES
t Ottawa.

MJSHZBT
TUES 4 THURS. 7:10
te THEREIII

Sal Holiday Valley. Fab.
3-5.
1120.00 -Everything Included. Call
Dan at 3S2-Wt* tor Into.

Attention: FlnanC* Club. ISA.
Woman In Buslneas, VCTO members Oat your Costume ready tor
the Haloaasn Party on Oct. 28th
trora 900 - l 00 si the 4-O's on 7th
and High. (LD.'s Required)

Ban FranMri'a custom frame shop
has al your framing needs Hundreds
of in Mock frames. 450 metal and
wood cuatom molding*, psja al euppeas 352-6219

Rusts*'* Sawing and Alterations
Letters and Insignia* on jackets and
sweaters Al garments must be
dean 352-7268

LOST
Blown mania envelope
w/church newsletter Contact Betty
HO Hayes 372-203*

RIDES

RUSH ST
TUES. * THURS. 7:30
BE THEREIII

AtreoBon
Al you Bar-room pool sharks'
tnler the Pi Kappe
Ma/Os Tourney
A S2 •ntry tee gtvat
you ■ chance to win a T V

BG's record stands at 14-1-1 with
their only loss coming in overtime at
the hands of third-ranked Indiana.
Along with a nationally ranking of 15,
the Falcons hold the number two spot
in the region.

BEYOND
THE LIMIT ®

Several cheeta ol drawers. 10 acts*,
bunk bad*, Rudolph. O 6-8 pm .
688-3251 Hufl'a Used Furniture
FOR SALE 1975 Mustang I
4 cyt. good condition.
Runa wal, Cal Jon 372-6707
80 Suzuki GS 4501 oxcessnt condition $1000.00 or boat offer, naw
tres. naw bejtory. cal 362-8144
75 VW Rabbit tor sale Runa good.
Enceeent gee meesge Cal Pausstte
3526665.
ADVENT SPEAKERS
' Stl Urxf*r
Warranty'" $100 tor th* pas- Cal
362-3943
MUSIC SALE: 100'S OF ALBUkaS.
B-THACKS. > CASSETTES TO SELL
AFT. C-38 CAMPUS MANOR, BEHMO OEXTERS ALL TYPES OF
MUSIC FROM ROCK (AEROSMITH)
TO MELLOW (BARRY MANH.OW)
PfaCES SO- - S3 00 IF INTERESTED CONTACT DAVE 352-3204
13" color taksvialon
Ma* than a year old
axcaaant condition
362-2835
MONEY?
NEED aacOonad brtafcas* In good to
axcaaant oondHon - soft or hard aha*
up to S40 ■ ph 267-3392 Hoof)
75 Oiavy snpaai Run* good Naw
brakas. *«h*uat
$500 2-2733
day*. oM-3486 ave*.

FOR RENT
Two baoroom houa* to auoksasa Irom
Daoamoar untj Jon*. Cloaa to campu*. 384-2132
2 bdrm turn apt. N*<t to carnpu*.
Cloaa to town 362-9302
find 4*1 tamaM to It 2 bdrm apt
352-7385
APARTMENT AVAILABLE
CALL AFTER S PM
362-8215
2 bdrm apt
6608.

for rant Spring 352-

to snare 2 bdrm.
nous* Aval Imrnedlatsiy $150'mo
t LM Oood kxaaon Cal 352-4511
ftoom-m*t* naadsd to shay* nlca
apartment near campu* - $145 mo
3722680

